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Section 1

INTRODUCTION

The landing approach phase of flight is perhaps the most critical phase

for the executive jet class of airplanes. The routine demands placed on the

pilot-airplane combination are greater and the margin for error less in the

landing approach than in the up-and-away mission phase. Pilot workload is

especially high when performing an instrument approach in turbulence with the

possibility of "breaking out" at a low altitude with a lateral offset from the

runway and having to make the landing in a crosswind. Good handling qualities

are desirable in order not to unnecessarily add to the pilot's workload

during this critical flight phase.

The desire foi low landing approach speeds means flight at high angles

of attack and/or flight with various combinations of high lift devices. The

reduction in dynamic pressure alone influences the stability characteristics

of the basic airplane and reduces the effectiveness of the controls. The

result is usually a deterioration in handling qualities. Reference 1, which

addresses the problem of low landing speeds for STOL aircraft, reported, "of the

various handling qualities, the lateral-directional characteristics were the

most troublesome and, therefore, were considered to require immediate attention

particularly for instrument flight operation." At the other e of the spectrum,

Reference 2 investigated the low-speed characteristics of a powered-lift jet

transport during the landing apprpach and reported, "although there were no

large detrimental effects on flight characteristics resulting from the use of

powered lift, there were areas in which the handling qualities did noticeably

deteriorate." It was also noted that the deterioration in handling qualities

was not a function of the particular test airplane, but rather was related to

Dutch roll characteristics and lateral-directional cross coupling inherent

at the lower approach speeds.



The objectives of this flight - -st investigation were two fold: one,

to determine the effect of variations in the lateral-directional dynamics on

the landing approach handling qualities when landing in crosswinds and atmos.

pheric turb.ence and two, the determination of roll control power requirements

and the effect of limited roll control power on the handling qualitiss of

executive jet airplanes.

Specifically, the effects of'Dutch roll frequency and damping ratio,

roll-to-sideslip ratio, roll mode time constant, and aileron yaw characteristics

were examined. The flight investigation was accomplished by performing simu-

lated IFR ILS approaches and VFR lateral offset and actual crosswind approaches

in the USAF/CAL variable stability T-33 airplane. Throughout the entire investi-

gation, pilot control usage data were recorded which allowed the determination

of roll control power requirements necessary to perform the landing approach

task in varying crosswind and turbulence environment conditions. Additionally,

a number of configurations were re-evaluated with varying degrees of limited

roll control power to determine the effect on the handling qualities. The

longitudinal characteristics were held constant so that the evaluations of the

lateral-directional dynamics would not be influenced by varying longitudinal

handling qualities.
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Section 2

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

2.1 THE PROBLEM

As previously discussed, the landing approach is perhaps the most

critical phase of flight for the executive jet class of airplanes. This phase

of flight is an exacting task requiring accurate positioning of the airplane

relative to the runway with a limited margin for error. The landing approach

is often complicated by IFR conditions requiring precise instrument flying, a

transition to visual flight with a possible lateral offset from the runway,

and landing in a limited period of time. Additional complications are turbu-

lence and crosswinds. To perform such a demanding task, the pilot should be

provided with the best possible handling qualities.

The requirement for low landing speeds often dictates flight at high

angles of attack and/or with various high lift devices. The low speed tends

to reduce the aerodynamic damping as well as the effectiveness of the control

surfaces. The result is often a deterioration in lateral-directional as well

as longitudinal handling qualities at a time when the task and environment are

quite demanding. Therefore, the pilot should be provided with very good

handling qualities. This experiment was directed toward determining acceptable

lateral-directional handling qualities and roll control power requirements for

the landing approach.

2.1.1 Crosswind Landings

A very important aspect of lateral-directional handling qualities in

the landing approach is the ability to handle the crosswind landing problem.

Two fundamentally different techniques are usually used in crosswind landings:

the wing-down (crossed-controls) approach, and the drift (crabbed) approach.

In the wing-down method, the airplane is headed down the runway 'and thus

3



experiences a steady-state sideslip which is proportional to the strength of

the crosswind and inversely proportional to the approach speed. The resulting

aerodynamic side force is countered by banking the airplane into the wind and

trimming out the sideslip-induced yawing and rolling moments by appropriate

control movements. In the crabbed approach, the airplane is flown with zero

sideslip but with a heading correction into the wind to keep the airplane from

drifting with respect to the ground. Because of the lack of sideslip, the

rudder and ailerons are essentially held neutral and the wings are.level. Just

before touchdown the airplane heading is aligned with the runway. Crossed

controls are required in either type of approach. In the wing-down method, the

rudder and ailerons are crossed during the entire approach; for the crabbed

approach, during the decrab maneuver only. Reference 3 points out, however,

that in practice the two techniques are usually combined.

2.1.2 Roll Control Power

In the landing approach the provision of adequate roll control power

is necessary to cope with a combination of normal landing approach maneuvers

while the pilot is simultaneously dealing with the problems of crosswinds and

turbulence or gust upsets. A lateral offset may further make stringent demands

on the roll control power avaiiable. The minimum acceptable approach speed

can, and has been in some cases, dictated by the provision for adequate lateral

control power.

In the landing approach configuration at the slow speed associated

with the landing approach, the aerodynamic forceb, including aileron effective-

ness, are reduced frc those acting at high speed cruise conditions. The use

of small airports by high-speed executive jets requires low landing approach

speeds. But approach speed cannot be reduced if adequate roll control power

is not maintained at the low speeds. In a strong crosswind, both the wing-down

;uid "decrab" approach make heavy demands on roll control; i.e., balancing the

roll due to the sideslip and rudder with aileron control while maintaining

runway alignment, or maintaining wings level with aileron while using the

4



rudder to decrab. As the landing approach speed is reduced, the sideslip

required to maintain runway alignment for a similar crosswind component is

increased or the crab angle relative to the runway is increased. Hence, with

either crosswind approach method, decreasing final approach airspeed increases

the demands on lateral control power. Without adequate roll control power it

would be impossible to maintain the necessary sideslip or to hold the wings

level during the decrab maneuver. This would either restrict, possibly

severely, the crosswind capability of the airplane or induce accidents since

it would not be possible to precisely position the airplane relative to the

runway.

Roll control power requirements are also related to the differences in

gust response of various airplanes. If the airplane is susceptible to a large

rolling response to side gusts, as with a large dihedral effect, then roll

control power requirements may be greater than for airplanes with low dihedral.

The gust response is of prime importance during the approach and landing.

Lateral gust upsets from which a recovery cannot be made fast enough can lead

to aborted landing attempts or to wing tips or wing tip fuel taaks actually

striking the ground, possibly with catastrophic results.

2.2 PURPOSE

The primary purpose of this program was to investigate problems

associated with the lateral-directional stability ai control characteristics

of the executive jet class of airplanes during the landing approach in

turbulence and crosswinds. This required:

a. Evaluating those lateral-directionil parameters which may

affect, or possibly limit, the capabilities of the pilot-

airplane system in the performance of the landing approach

flight phase in a modern high-performance jet airplane with

particular emphasis on the crosswind landing problem.

5



b. Investigating the aileron control power requirements for the

class of airplanes mentioned above and the effect on the

landing qualities of limited roll control power.

2.3 SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

To completely study the effects of lateral-directional dynamics on the

handling qualities in the landing approach is not feasible in one investigation.

Thus, it was necessary to select those dynamics which are considered most

important. The parameters discussed below were chosen after analysis of avail-

able data on excCL'ive jet and medium weight military Class II airplanes in

the landing approach. These data and past flight research indicate that these

parameters, which cover the range of lateral-directional dynamics for this

class of airplanes, are the most significant to low-speed lateral control in

turbulence and crosswinds.

2.3.1 Roll Mode

The roll mode is a primary factor in the way the airplane rolls in

response to aileron control inputs. It is usually a short term response and

strongly influences the pilot's control of bank angle. Past research shows

that the roll mode affects not only the precision with which the pilot can

control bank angle but also the technique used. Short roll mode time constants,

which are usually associated with high aspect-ratio, straight-win airplanes,

result in ailerons that are roll rate ordering. With this characteristic, roll

rate is essentially proportional to aileron deflection. Long roll mode time

constants are associated with low aspect ratio wings and the resulting low roll

damping, or airplanes with high rolling inertias such as those caused by wing-

mounted external fuel tanks. This characteristic results essentially in roll

acceleration being proportional to aileron deflection, requiring the pilot to
use pulse-like input% to the ailerons to control roll rate. Many executive

jet class airplanes have swept wings and/or externally mo-ted wing or

tip fuel tanks and thus have low roll damq,'-ig and/or high rolling inertias

6



resulting in long roll mode time constants. The roll mode time constant is a

fundamental lateral-directional parameter and was considered a primary variable

in this investigation. Thnree values were evaluated: a r 0.4 second, which

is representative of high roll damping and/or low rolling inertias, a moderate

r 1.0 second and a long rq t. 2.0 second, which is representative of air-

planes with low damping and/or high rolling inertias.

2.3.2 Spiral Mode

The spiral mode is usually a long term response with little effect

during a continuous closed-loop tracking maneuver. Since the landing approach

falls into this category, the spiral mode may be less important than many of

the other luteral-directional dynamics. Although the effects of the spiral

mode are still not fully known for VFR or IFR landing approaches, the spiral

root in this investigation was held essentially at the origin and thus the

effects of varying spiral characteristics were not investigated.

2.3.3 Dutch Roll Mode

The Dutch roll characteristics strongly affect the control techniques

that the pilot will employ. In the past, the Dutch roll mode has been con-

sidered a nuisance parameter, but increasing understanding of its importance

to lateral-directional handling qualities calls for systematic consideration

of its effects.

Dutch roll damping can significantly affect bank angle controllability

in the presence of external disturbances. Reference 2 points out that increasing
the Dutch roll damping significantly improved the handling qualities of the low

dihedral effe,.t configurations. Since Dutch roll damping is usually augmented

when the damping itself becomes a problem, three values of lutch roll damping

ratio were investigated: C'*0.03, '-0. 1, and C=O.3, These values represent

very light damping, normal damping, and augmented Dutch roll damping ratios,

respectively.

7



Dutch roll frequency affects th pilot's ability to control heading.

Excursions in sideslip and heading are in part determined by the level of

directiunal stability,'"v, and hence are related to Wd. Excursions in side-

slip can be a particular problem when sideslip and bank angle are being con-

trolled in a coupled manner to hold a crosswind correction. As indicated in

Reference 6, a low roll1-to- sideslip ratio with high a), causes rapid snaking

motions that are difficult to control with precision; with low W, the large

persistent yaw excursions require consi.&'rable pilot effort to control heading.

Low Dutch roll frequency may complicate the pilot's ability to hand le a cross-

wind because of the difficulty in quickly establishing the airplane's steady-

state values. Consequently, two values of Dutch roll frequency were investi-

gat ed: a),, z 1 . 0 rad/se c and Ww-2 rad/s ec. These values are representati ve of

the extremes determined to exist for the executive jet class of airplanes

in the landing approach.

2.3.4 Roll-to-Sideslip Ratio and Dihedral Effect

Because of the coupling required between the lateral and directional

controls in the crosswind approach, the roll-to-sideslip ratio is also an

important Dutch roil characteristic that has a strong effect on the airplane's

handling qualities in a crosswind man.-uver. It also affects the piloting

technique used for bank angle control. With a low roll-to-sideslip ratio, very

little rolling motion occurs from a sideslip disturbance. If the sideslip

response becomes a problem. the pilot will find an increased need for rudder

inputs since~ the ailerons are quite 'ineffective in controlling sideslip. In

other words, for a low roll-to-sideslip ratio. the [Dutch roll mode shows up

mostly in sideblip and will be controlled primarily with the rudder. As the

roll-to-sideslip ratio is increased, the Dutch roll oscillation will show up

more and more predominantly in the roll response, in which case the pilot will

primarily use the ailerons to control the Dutch roll.

Studies performed at Princeton, References S and 6, indicate that

1 rather than i#tXa be a more important handling quality par#A er. Roll-

to-sideslip ratio and L, as thownt in Appendix 1, are related as follows:

8l~
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which, upon evaluation, can be written

L A
dI 4 ' A~

In a crosswind approach, especially when sideslip is not zero, dihedral effect

is indeed important in both the wing-down approach and in the decrabbing

maneuver because of the rolling resoonse to rudder inputs.

Both L and the magnitude of the roll-to-sideslip ratio strongly

affect the susceptibility of a particular airplane to turbulence in the lateral-

directional modes. As shown in Appendix I, when the term A/'--t is not equal

to zero, a direct variation in 1_ can cause significant changes in the Dutch

roll damping ratio and roll mode time constant as well as tl , magnitude of

the roll-to-sideslip ratio. Thus. if changes are made only _n L, it is

difficult to assess whether the effect on the handling qualities is due solely

to the change in dihedral effect or to the changes in other important lateral-

directional parameters. It is also true that holding the roll-to-sideslip

ratio constant and constraining the Dutch roll damping ratio and roll mode

time constant at preselecteu values results in attendant changes in t' . For

the latter case, recognized handling qualties parmettrs are at least held

fixed. Thrce values of roll-to-sidesl~p ratio were evaluated: [0/1 0=MS,

l.S and 3.0. These values cover the spectrum of roll-to-sideslip r2tios of

the executive jet class of airplanes for which data were availahle.
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2.3.5 Yaw Coupling

The yaw coupling effects of and are important

factors in the pilot's control of bank angle. These effects are manifested

to the analyst by the locations of the numerator zeros relative to the Dutch

roll poles in the bank angle to aileron input transfer function and to the

pilot by Dutch roll excitation to aileron control inputs. Since the class
of airplanes to be investigated incorporates both ailerons and spoilers or

combinations of both, it was important to determine the effects of proverse

as well as adverse yaw due to roll control inputs. A minimum of five values

of N& /LS was evaluated for each group of configurations representing
both adverse and proverse yaw due to aileron and/or spoilers. A representative

value of A/' based on a literature survey, was determined to be -0.08,

This value was held essentially constant throughout the program.

2.3.6 Control Sensitivities

Aileron and rudder sensitivities, LSAw and 416 respectively, are

important parameters because they largely determine the amounts of rudder and

aileron control inputs that must be used. Reference 7 shows these control

motions to be functions of the lateral-directional dynamics present in the

system. To minimize the effect of control motion gradients on the evaluation

of the given airplane dynamics, and to provide additional data on the selection

of these parameters, the evaluation pilot was required to select bcth the

aileron and rudder sensitivities for each evaluation configuration.

2.3.7 Turbulence

In the landing approach, consideration must be given to the importance

oF atmospheric turbulence. Characteristics acceptable in smooth air may be

quite undesirable in turbulence. A turbulence field can be divided into side

gust, vertical gust, and fore and aft gust components. Each of these components

produces aerodynamic loads on the airplane resulting in forces and moments that

10



excite the airplane dynamics. The airplane response to the gust component is

related to the corresponding stability derivatives. The transfer functions

of the airplane's lateral-directional responses to gust inputs are presented

in Appendix I.

Two general approaches to the turbulence problem were considered. The

first would be to always fly on calm days when the air is smooth and to simulate

the turbulence and wind disturbances (see Refs. S and 7). This approach

severely constrains flight operations. In addition, the lack of independent

force-producing surfaces makes it impossible to simulate crosswind effects.

The second approach would be to fly routinely from day to day, documenting the

environment during each evaluation (see Ref. 8). This approach would have

the disadvantage of introducing an uncontrolled variable into the experiment.

To account for the impcrtant effects of the uncontrolled environment, it would

be necessary to document the environment during each evaluation and to increase

the number of evaluations or the sample size of the experiment. For this

investigation these two approaches were combined. When the natural turbulence

level was considered to be less than "moderate," random disturbance inputs to

the control surfaces were used. When the natural turbulence level was moderate

or greater, these inputs were not used. The random disturbance generator is

discussed in Section 3.5.

2.3.8 Roll Control Power Requirements

Roll control power data for the executive jet class of airplanes is

somewhat limited. Therefore, it was important to study roll control power

requirements and the effect limited roll control power may have on the

landing approach handling qualities. To this end, the-pilots' roll control

usage was measured during each evaluation to determine the roll control power

used to perform the landing approach under varying turbulence and crosswind

conditions. Further, it was important to determine the minimum acceptable

roll control power required. This was accomplished by methodically reducing

the roll control power for different values of the roll mode time constant

I1



and the roib-to-sideslip ratio at constant values of Dutch roll frequency and

damping ratio.



Section 3

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

3.1 TEST PROGRAM

Existing relevant background data, References 1 through 66, were

comprehensively reviewed to evaluate those parameters which predominantly

affect airplane lateral-directional handling qualities during the landing

approach flight phase and how these parameters affect the capabilities of

the pilot-airplane combination to satisfactorily perform the task. A further

purpose was to determine representative values of lateral-directional param-

eters of modern executive jets, and related medium weight and low to medium

maneuverability airplanes in the landing approach. Numerical data were

available on 13 airplanes, ranging from detailed stability derivatives to

graphical airplane responses to control inputs.

On the basis of the data review and previous related flight research

experierce, a flight test program was developed. Table I describes the

matrix of basic evaluation groups.

Table I EVALUATION GROUPS

(d 2.0 rad/sec 1.0 rad/sec

0.4 sec 0.4 sec 1.0 sec 2.0 sec

0.03 0.10 0.30 0.03 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.10

Ld0.25 11 12 13

JAI.= 1.5 1 2 3 5 6 L 16

d 3.0 7 -4 19 L 10 15

L - REEVALUATED WITH LIMITED AILERON CONTROL POWER

The values shown in Table I a, ately cover the range of lateral-

directional characteristics for the class of airplanes to be investigated and

for which numerical data were available.

Numerals shown in the matrix of Table I are the identification numbers

of the basic evaluation groups with their respective positions in the matrix

13



identifying their modal parameters. Each basic group repiesents a minimum of

five evaluation configurations consisting of different pole zero combinations

in the bank angle-to-aileron input transfer function. The different locations

of the zeros were obtained by varying the aileron yaw parameter, I/VAW/Lw

in the adverse and proverse senses. The evaluation configurations were

identified by the basic group identification numeral followed by A3, A2, Al,

NO, I1, P2, or P3, according to the value of N / NO corresponding to

A / , = 0; P3 to AI/AW = +0.15, the most proverse aileron yaw case;
\ to AvAwL " A = -0.15, the most adverse aileron yaw case; and so on, through

the range of zeros evaluated. A number of configurations were re-evaluated

with varying degrees of limited aileron control power. The groups from which

these configurations were chosen are marked with an L in Table I.

3.2 tQU I P-MENT

Evaluations for this program were performed in the USAF/CAL three-

axis, variable-stability '-33 airplane, Figure 1, modified and operated by

CAL for the AFFDL, Ai Force Systems Command. Since most executive jet class

airplanes are wheel controlled, a wheel controller was installed in the front

cockpit (Figure 2) for the evaluations. The variable stability equipment is

described in Reference 67.

- J

0-

0

Figure I USAF/CAL VARIABLE STABILITY T-33 ARPLANE
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In this airplane, the system operator, who is also the safety pilot

in the rear cockpit, may modify the handling qualities about all three axes

by changing the settings of response feedback gain controls. The evaluation

pilot could not feel the control surface motions resulting from the variable

stability system signals.

Control feel to the wheel and rudder pedals was provided by

electrically controlled hydraulic feel servos which provide opposing forces

proportional to the control wheel or rudder pedal deflections; in effect, a

simple linear spring feel system. The longitudinal and lateral control system

had zero breakout force and no hysteresis. The feel system dynamics and

spring rates were held constant at the values shown below:

Feel System

Aileron Rudder Elevator

= 25 rad/sec WCs = 25 rad/sec s 25 rad/sec

= 0.70 4' s = 0.70 = 0.70

/ = 1.0 lb/deg ,, = 141.0 lb/in ,w/-w 25 lb/in.

Since the purpose of the experiment was to study the lateral-directional

handling qualities in the landing approach, the longitudinal characteristics

were held constant tiroughout the program at sufficiently good values so as

not to cause any degradation of pilot ratings. The longitudinal dynamics

are listed below.

Longitudinal Characteristics

l.b rad/see , 6.94 g/rad

A o .0.5 a 0.91

To inestigate the effects of limited aileron control power, the

maximun rolling mument that the e~aluation pilot could command was reduced by

l imting the aak)Aunt of aileron deflection he could command. Maximum wheel

Jiplacement,, s held constant at * 45 degrees. Aileron deflection was limited

I,



by limiting the maximum electrical signal from the aileron wheel to the aileron

surface servo actuator as shown in Figure 3.

WHEEL POT ~~LIMITER ALRNSRO1

Figure 3 AILERON LIMITER SCHEMATIC

The response to turbulence and the turbulent environment experienced

are of special significance. The T-33 does not have the capability to vary

the lift response to gust-induced angle of attack changes; thus, the heaving

motion normally associated with vertical gusts can not be simulated in still

air. In nitural turbulence the heaving motion will be that which is normally

associated with the basic T-33 airplane. On the other hand, the lateral-

directional responses to gusts are more realistically simulated in still air

because they are primarily felt as an~gular accelerations of the airplane.

Although it is not a true simulation of' turbulence, a random noise source was
used to provide an external disturbance to the airplane during the evaluations

when the natural turbulence environment was not considered to be of moderate

intensity. The random disturbances were obtained by driving the T-33 control

surface actuators by a random noise signal. The signal was generated by a

diode noise source passed through the bandpass filter shown in Appendix 11.

The amplitudes of the disturbance signals to the ailerons and rudder were

determined to represent turbulence of moderate intensity for configuration

6NO and varied with roil-to-sideslip ratio and Dutch ro1! LZrequency, respectively,

from the values selected as being representative.
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3.3 EVALUATIONS

3.3.1 Mission Definition

The mission evaluated was strictly the terminal task of IFR and VFR

landing approaches, including an ILS approach under the hood, a VFR lateral

offset maneuver, and a crosswind approach. Special emphasis was placed on

crosswind and turbulence considerations. All aspects of the mission were

discussed at length with the evaluation pilots to ensure that both pilots were

evaluating tJhe simulated airplane for the same mission requirements.

3.3.2 Evaluation Procedure

Three evaluations were performed on each flipht. Each evaluation

included actual landing approaches under both simulated IFR and VFR conditions.

The T-33 airplane was configured for the approach with the landing gear down,

flaps at 30 degrees, and speed brakes extended. The final approach speed of

145 knots was dictated by the stall limits, and resulting safety cf flight

considerations, of the basic T-33 with high quantities of fuel remaining.

A total of 131 evaluations were performed. This included 108

evaluations (8$ different configurations and 24 repeats) with no limits on

roll control power and 23 configurations with limited roll control power.

Pilot A evaluated 63 configurations and Pilot B, 68 configurations.

3.3,3 Evaluation Tasks

The actual sequence of tasks during each evaluation ws as follows:

1. Familiarization with the configuration.

a. Select control sensitivities.

b. Determine trimmability--ability to stabilize and trim.
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c. Perform small maneuvers to determine ability to make

precise changes in bank angle and heading.

2. Radar vectored track to ILS final approach course.

3. Hooded ILS approach from outside the outer marker to

published instrument minimums for the facility being

used.

4. Visual final approach to flare.

S. Visual waveoff followed by a visual approach to the instrument

runway for a 200-foot lateral offset approach to the flare.

6. Visual waveoff followed by a visual circling approach to

the most crosswind runway available. This approach was also

carried to flare and included a level post-flare flight path

to assess lineup and/or decrab capability.

7. Naveoff and climb for additional turning flight evaluation

if required. Pilot comment and rating data were recorded

at this time.

3.3.4 Pilots

Two evaluation pilots participated in the program. A suary of their

experience is presented below:

Pilot A: USAF pilot and graduate of the USAF Aerospace

Research Pilot School with extensive experience

in flight to.-t. He served as, a staff member and

instructor at the USAF Aerospace Research Pilot

School and had ~a total of 3800 hours in jet

trainers and fighters.

If the natural turbulence level was sufficient~y low to warrant the
use of the random noise disturbance inputs, these inputs were used
during the radar vector to the ILS final approach course, but not
during the IS or offset maneuver approaches. They were, however,
again used on the crosswind approach.
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Pilot B: CAL research pilot with experience as an

evaluation pilot in handling qualities

investigations employing variable stability

aircraft and ground simulators. His flight

experience of 2700 hours is mostly in jet

trainers and fighters with 100 hours in current

executive turbo-prop airplanes.

3.3.5 Pilot Comment and Rating Data

Pilot c.omments and ratings were the primary data source. The

pilot rating can only be properly interpreted and objections properly assessed

if good comments are obtained. Pilot comments were encouraged at any time

during the evaluation that the pilot felt appropriate. For data consistency,

it was required that the pilot comment on the items listed in Table 1I either

during or at the completion of each evaluation.

Table UI

PILOT COMMENT CARD
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An overall pilot rating was assigned by the pilot to each configuration

in accordance with the Cooper-Harper rating scale established and described in

Reference 68 and shown in Figure 4. The pilot rating assigned by the evaluation

pilot to each configuration included the effects that natural turbulence

and/or random noise disturbances may have had on the handling qualities.

g."WOMm* ahrul *MOT TANi "u rn msm OPMATM9n "Two

beertemkoft pie 3

Cef.Nbw .DOO' fte"M dwlf

Ad*ewW 4paaet - 4&aaf

COOW. - wow-"*~*
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In additonan withat ice turbulence fc rating %&3 assigned wichwss.eya
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Table III

TURBULENCE EFFECT RATING SCALE

INCREASE OF PILOT DETERIORATION OF TASK RATING
EFFORT WITH PERFORMANCE WITH
TURBULENCE TURBULENCE

NO SIGNIFICANT #n SIGNIFICANT
INCREASE DETERIORATION A

NO SIGNIFICANT

DETERIORATION

MORE EFFORT MINOR C
RE(j !RED MODERATE D

MODERATE E

MAJOR (BUT EVALUATI ON

BEST EFFORTS TASKS CAN STILL BE
REQUIRED ACCOMPLISHED) F

LARGE (SOME TASKS

CANNOT BE PERFORMED) 6

UNABLE TO PERFORM TASKS H

3.3.6 Supporting Data Acquisition

The intensity of natural turbulence present during the evaluations

was assessed by the safety pilot, and reported using the standard descriptive

terminology provided in the Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation

Administration, "Airman's Information Manual," and Department of Defense

Flight Information Publications. The turbulenre reporting criteria table is

shown in Appendix III.

The crosswind components were determined from wind velocities provided

by air traffic control personnel during each landing approach. Oscillograph

recordings and digital tape recordings were made during the ILS, lateral offset,

and crosswind approaches. Variables recorded are listed in Appendix III.
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Section 4

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

4.1 EVALUATION GROUPS

The primary objective in defining a configuration matrix was to cover

adequately the range of lateral-directional characteristics for the executive

jet and related medium weight and low to medium maneuverability airplanes

(military Class II), in the landing approach. The evaluation matrix shown in

Table I is repeated below for convenience.

EVALUATION GROUP

2.0 rad/sec 1.0 rad/sec

0.11 sec 0. 1 sec 1.0 sec 2.0 sec

0.03 0.10 0.30 0.03 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.10

I~0.25 111 12 13

= 1.5 1 2 3 5 6IL 16

1 1d 3.0 8 9 L ,1 , _

L - REEVALUATED WITH LIMITED AILERON CONTROL POWER

Sixteen basic groups of configurations were evaluated representing

variations in Dutch roll frequency and damping ratio, the magnitude of the

roll-to-sideslip ratio in the Dutch roll mode, and the roll mode time constant.

Each group consisted of a minimum of five evaluation configurations. The

configurations were defined by the location of the numerator zero in the bank

angle-to-aileron input transfer function. Variation in the locations of the

numerator terms was obtained by varying the aileron yaw parameter, A,$Aw/LjAw

in both the adverse and proverse senses, representing lateral control by ailerons

and spoilers. N; was held essentially constant at a value representative of

the executive jet class of airplanes. The spiral root was held essentially at

the origin.
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The complete equations defining the interactions of the stability

derivatives in forming the modal characteristics are presented in Appendix I.

Because of the natural turbulence levels encountered during most of the

evaluations, it was not pcssible to obtain useable calibration records on

each flight. Therefore, the modal parameters listed for each group of con-

figurations are the average values obtained from calibration records taken on

smooth days, before, during, and at the eiid of the evaluation flight program.

The Dutch roll frequency and damping ratio were measured from the airplane

response to a rudder doublet input. The roll and spiral mode time constants

were obtained by analog matching of the airplane response to an aileron step

input using the technique presented in Reference 69. The short period longi-

tudinal characteristics were obtained by analog matching the airplane response

to an elevator step input by the technique explained in Reference 70.

The natural turbulence level and crosswind components are listed for

each configuration in Appendix IV. The reader is reminded that when the natural

turbulence level was less than moderate, random noise disturbances were f(d to

the aileron, elevator and rudder to simulate external disturbances being applied

to the airplane.

4.2 RESULTS OF CROSSWIND LANDINGS

The crosswind landing approach was considered a primary evaluation

task. Since flights were performed on a day-to-day basis, the available wind

provided the crosswind. The bar chart shown in Figure 5 indicates the

number of configurations evaluated for S-knot intervals of the crosswind

component.
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Figure 5 CONFIGURATIONS EVALUATED AT CROSSWIND COMPONENT INTERVALS

At least one configuration out of each group was evaluated with a

90' crosswind component exceeding fifteen knots, and at least one configura-

tion in all but three groups was evaluated for a crosswind exceeding twenty

knots. None of the approaches were flown to touchidown; however, all were
flown to a level flare to assess the line-up and/or decrab capabilities of

the configuration.

The various c6mbinations of lateral-directional dynamics evaluated

did not prevent completing the crosswind approach in any of the cases for

~which sufficient aileron and rudder control power were available. This does
not mean, however, that the pilots foud all combinations desirable or even

acceptable, only that with sufficient control power they were able to

perform the crosswind approach in the maximum crosswinds; available.

Low Dutch roll damping ratio was not a serious problem in the cross-
wind appinach at the high Dutch roll frequency, but became a major problem
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at the low frequency. The low static directional stability resulted in a

slow directional response, making it difficult to be precise with heading

control in either the wing-down or decrab maneuver. The continuous nose

oscillations resulting from the low damping ratio required continuous rudder

control during the final approach. There was a strong tendency to overcontrol

directionally during the wing-down approaches and a tendency to set up a

directional oscillation when attempting to execute the decrab maneuver.

One crosswind approach for the low Dutch roll frequency, low damping

ratio and high I 0//S 1d configuration, SAl, was described as "truly staggering."

The aileron forces were described as large and uncomfortable even with two

hands. Directional control required occasional rudder reversals, resulting

in continuous manipulation of the aileron control. Because of the excessive

lateral forces required for a wing-down approach, it was concluded that a

combination of wing-down and crabbed approach was best. Even then, the work-

load required to perform a crosswind approach in even a modest crosswind of

10 to 15 knots was considered high.

The most significant effect on crosswind performance can be

attributed to the I6/ld. At the low 1I/6, evaluated (1-/AI61dz0.25), the
ability to handle the crosswind, even under extreme conditions (26 gusting to

33 knots), was considered good with either technique. The low I4/pLwas not,
however, evaluated for the low Dutch roll damping or the high Dutch roll

frequency. The wing-down method was preferred in the heavy crosswinds
because of the reluctance to kick out the resulting large crab angles near

the ground, although either method was satisfactory. There were occasional

complaints about high rudder forces as the crosswind component became 20 knots

or greater, but no complaints about the aileron forces. The story was

completely different for the high 10/6Ij configurations 2s 3.0) evaluated.

The large roll response to rudder required large aileron forces in the wing-

down approach. The decrab maneuver also required large aileron forces to

counteract the large and rapid roll response to rudder. Heavy aileron forces

were a common complaint for these configurations even when the pilot stated

that he had selected the aileron as sensitive as he thought compatible for
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small maneuvers. The large roll response due to rudder created an uncomfort-

able transient for most decrab maneuvers in even modest crosswinds. The

effects of the high I#/,1d at the high Dutch roll frequency (" d 2.0 rad/sec)

seemed less objectionable than at the low frequency; however, the maximum

crosswind component evaluated was only 17 knots for the high frequency

configuratios. The higher directional stability tended to reduce the total

bank angle excursions even though the initial roll response to a turbulence

input was quite rapid. Pilot B pointed out that with the high I/0A I/, it

was possible to use up the available aileron control power with increasing

rudder input. A discussion of roll control power requirements and how it

relates to the crosswind landing problem can be found in Section 4.3.

There was little difference in the pilots' ability to handle the

crosswind approaches for roll mode time constants of 0.4 seconds and 1.0

seconds. The effect of roll mode time constant did show up, however, for the

configurations with r 2.0 seconds. The tendency to overcontrol in roll

was degrading when encountering gusty crosswinds near the ground.

It can be concluded that even though the lateral-directional dynamics

per se, when flown with unlimited roll control power, did not establish a

limiting crosswind value, they did in fact determine the difficulty or ease

with which the pilot could counter crosswind effects. Low Dutch roll damping

ratio combined with low Dutch roll frequency resulted in a tendency to

overcontrol directionally during a wing-down approach and to set up a direc-

tional oscillation during the decrab maneuver. Low I/ld was desirable for

the crosswind approach. High I0/Atl ed to high aileron forces in the wing-

down approach and a reluctance to kick off even modest crab angles near the

ground because of the large, rapid roll response to rudder inputs. A long

roll mode time constant also created crosswind control problems because of

the inability to achieve precise roll control when encountering gusty cross-

winds near the ground.
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4.3 RESULTS OF ROLL CONTROL POWER INVESTIGATION

In this inflight investigation, the evaluations were performed under

varying turbulence and crosswind conditions for a wide spectrum of lateral-

directional dynamics. For this reason, the actual roll control usage should

realistically determine the roll control power requirements for the executive

jet in the landing approach. Table IV shows the maximum, average, and minimum

values of roll control power used for each evaluation group. These values were

determined from the pilot-selected values of aileron sensitivity, ' , and

cumulative probability density plots of the pilots' aileron wheel inputs.

Table IV

MAXIMUM, AVERAGE AND MINIMUM VALUES OF ROLL CONTROL

POWER (DEG/SEC2) USED BY THE PILOTS IN EVALUATION OF THE

SIXTEEN BASIC GROUPS OF MODAL PARAMETERS

Wd 2.0 rad/sec 1.0 rad/sec

Z_ _ 0.4 sec 0:4 sec 1.0 sec 2.0 sec

0.03 0.10 0.30 0.03 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.10

(S7) (S8) (45)
= 0.25 43* 46* 30*

[2S] (37] [21]

(S1) (50) (59) (61) (42) (56) (32) (24)
S1.5S 46* 42* 45* 45' 36* 47* 24- 20*

(38] [31] (30] [34] (30] [3S] [17] [14]

S (86) (79) (93) (72) (38)

/ 3.0 44' 61' SO* 43' 31'
J J[2S]i [4S]( 471 [30] ( [22]

( ) Maximum values * Average values M ] Minimum values

The range between the minimum and maximum values shown in Table IV

reflects the variations in atmospheric conditions, variations in the aileron

yaw parameter and individual pilot technique but since they are the values that

the pilot actually used, they represent the roll control power necessary for

maneuvering to accomplish the landing approach task. The values presented do

not include that increment of additional roll control power that may be necessary

to cope with asymmetric power or loading conditions or other states of aircraft

fai lure.
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Having accumulated aileron wheel sensitivity data and aileron wheel

deflection data, a basis was formed from which further investigation of roll

control power requirements for selected configurations could progress. Addi-

tional evaluations were performed to investigate the effects of limited roll

control power and to determine those parameters that are most significant in

establishing minimum roll control power requirements.

Several options were available to limit the roll control.power

available, including:

1. Selection of aileron control sensitivities to limit

the maximum roll control power.

2. Mechanical stops to limit the aileron wheel travel.

3. Limits on the electrical signal representing wheel

deflection. In this case, the mechanical stops

remain fixed at +450 .

It was decided not to change the aileron wheel sensitivities from

those previously selected by the evaluation pilots as optimum. Instead it

was decided to maintain the sensitivity for small inputs at the value

selected by the pilot when there was no control power limit, and to use

option 3 to limit control power. A more complete experiment would have been

to repeat each case with the control power limited and to allow the pilot to

select the best control sensitivity for use with the limited control power.

However, time did not permit these additional tests to be made. Limiting

roll control power by mechanical stops was considered undesirable. Since the

evaluation pilots would have been aware of hitting the stops, a psychological

factor would have entered the experiment which would have been difficult,

if not impossible, to evaluate. Therefore, the aileron control system was

mechanized, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figum 6 AILERON LIMITER SCHEMATIC

This mechanization allowed the system operator/safety pilot to

select the effective aileron wheel deflection, So.w That is, the aileron

wheel controller would command aileron deflections only through a predeter-

mined range of its travel, SAWpp, . The evaluation p lot could continue

rotating the control wheel to the stops, but after exceeding JAWUPF , no

further aileron deflection could be obtained. Since the sensitivities used

were those previously selected by each evaluation pilot, the only variable

from previously evaluated configurations was 4AW , which limited LAW JAW.

To limit roll control power at various incremental values, SAW,,, was

limited as shown in Figure 7. The same 4AWr provided each pilot with

different values of L Av $4,Wpp because, as noted above, each pilot had

previously selected the sensitivity he considered optimm. The selection of

the values of was based on examination of control usage data collected

during the evaluations of the groups depicted in Table I, Section 3. These

data indicated that JA4,,lS degrees was seldom used in the highest i#/jI case.,

and SA, a 10 degrees was seldom used in other evaluations. Therefore, in this

part of the study. JAW1 . was limited to values less than or equal to

IS degrees.
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SLOPE V'A DEG
SEC2DEG

L' AW A *PILOTSELECTEDI4 DEG SENSITIVITY __ _ __c
SEC2  cc

0 2X5 5.0 7.5 10
6AVEFF DEGREES

F*pw 7 LIMITING OF 6 AWEFF

Evaluations were conducted for configurations 6P1, 9P1, 11P, 10P1,

and 16P1; that is, the proverse aileron yaw evaluation configuration,

/vjw1 ' a.0.05, at which pilot ratings were near optimum from previous
evaluations. This allowed limiteoI roll control power data to be compared

to near optimum pilot ratings for the unlimited roll control power cases

previously evaluated.

The roll control power was always. of course, limited by the basic

T-33 airplane; however, this does not constrain the evaluation so long as the

* maximum rolling acceleration capability of the T-33 is not exceeded by the

combination of the pilot's control input, the variable stability response feed-

back, and the random disturbance turbulence simulation. For the configura-

tions evaluate,; .n this program, the maximum~ rolling acceleration capability

of the T-33 airplane was not exceeded.
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As previously discussed, because control usage data were recorded,

it was possible to determine how much of the available roll control power was

actually used by the pilot. Although Lme and funds did not allow power

spectral densities of the control motions to be calculated, cumulative probability

density functions were determined for a majority of the ILS, offset, and

crosswind approaches. Cumulative probability density functions do not show how

the controls were used, but they do determine how much control was used. In

other words, a pilot may use smooth low-frequency inputs or rapid high-frequency

inputs and achieve different airplane responses but still have a similar

cumulative probability density function.

Figures 8 through 12 show the degradation of pilot rating with de-
creasing roll control power for the five groups evaluated. The roll control

power numbers shown in these figures were determined from either: (1) the
maximum J', used if SwA was not limited, (2) the maximum 64w used if the maxi-

num used was less than the limiting value of 6 Aw , or (3) the limiting 6 w
if the actual control usage exceeded the limiting J,, value. The maximum
values presented are the maximum values recorded during the particular

evaluation. The probability of exceeding these values is only 0.02; they

include the ILS, offset, and crosswind approaches. Values of 0, , Ot. and
p. shown on these figures were deteivined using the same dAw criteria.

Both evaluation pilots generally tended to complain about decreased
sensitivity as the effective aileron wheel throw was progressively limited,
only occasionally mentioning the need for more aileron control power. As the

wheel moved beyond the effective wheel throw against a constant spring

gradient, the pilot would observe a reduced roll rate and consider the control

sensitivity reduced. towever, as the control power became more severely

limited, bcoth evaluation pilots comanted on the low steady-state roll rates

available. Even with severely limited x-oll control power, neither pilot

encountered such difficulty with small magnitude maneuvers, but performing
crosswind and lateral offset approaches. especially in Eurbulence, often
became a formidable task. Neither pilot recognized that a nonlintarity existed

in the control system.
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Configurations 6Pl and IlPI, which have essentially the same roll

mode time constant but respective roll-to-sideslip ratios of 1.5 and 0.25,

show the same trend in pilot rating with decreasing roll control power. As

shown in Figures 8 and 10, both configurations had a maximum roll control
2power usage of approximately 50 deg/sec . Both configurations were flown

in crosswinds exceeding 20 knots and were rated satisfactory for roll control

power as low as 30 deg/sec2 . In configuration 6PI Q (circled numbers

identify configurations on appropriate figures), which was limited to a roll
2control power of 35.7 deg/sec , the pilot could perform the crosswind

approach in a 30 gusting to 35-knot crosswind, but he did not consider the

overall configuration satisfactory (PR=4). A 6.5 pilot rating boundary for

these two configurations (6Pl and lilP) would be defined by roll control
2power requirements between 15 and 20 deg/sec . The similarity between the

roll control power requirements for these two configurations is consistent

with pilot comments and pilot rating data obtained for these two groups during

the unlimited roll control power evaluations. There were essentially no

differences between the two evaluation groups.

Group 9, Figure 9, had the same roll mode time constant as groups

6 and 11; however, in comparison it had a high roll-to-sideslip ratio,

41,81,= 3.10. The 9P1 configurations are interesting because they clearly

show the effect of crosswind component on required roll control power for

an airplane with appreciable dihedral. None of these configurations were

rated satisfactory, making it impossible to define a PR=3.5 boundary, however,

a PR=6.5 boundary for crosswinds of .10 to 15 knots and roll control power

of 40 to 45 deg/sec 2 can be defined. Configurations Q , 0 and 0 on

Figure 9 which were evaluated in 25 to 30-knot crosswinds show much higher

roll control power requirements. Pilot comments for configuration @ indi-

cate that "control limits did not prevent you from doing the crosswind even

though the crosswind component was staggering .... the problem is handling

large lateral upsets close to the ground.... it takes a whole lot of aileron

to get the wing up." Configurations D and Q were flown on the same

flight. On configuration 0 the pilot commented that "...I don't think I

could get it on the ground in the kind of crosswind (25, gusting to 30)
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we had today. You might be lucky enough to have it stabilize just as you

hit the ground but you just might not. You get into severe overcontrolling

in the crosswind when trying to land straight ahead in the wing-down method,

and in the crabbed approach you've ultimately got to get straight so you have

problems with the sideslip.... It's mainly the roll due to rudder that hurts

you in the crosswind.... Because of the crosswind, I'm going to have to rate

it a 10 because I don't think I could get it cn the ground." The pilot

followed his rating of 10 with the following comment, "If you want to know

what it would be like out of the crosswind - without the crosswind -it's

certainly in the cortrollqble category and I think all things considered,

if you didn't have to worry about the crosswind you could optimize the

gearing a little better. I think it would be an acceptable airplane but

unsatisfactory." Configuration Q was flown in the same crosswind conditions

with increased roll control power available and the pilot commented,

"I can handle the crosswind to my satisfaction and the wing--down method was

what I would use and I could do it with no problems." A PR=6.5 boundary to

handle a 25- to 30-knot crosswind for the Group 9 configuration is between

70 and 80 deg/sec
2

Configuration 14P1, Figure 11, was characterized by a moderate roll

mode time constant ( r = 1.1). The maximum roll control power used for

this configuration was 17 deg/sec . Satisfactory ratings were obtained in
2

crosswinds of 20 to 30 knots. With a roll control power limit of 8 deg/sec

the pilot was still able to cope with a 19-knot crosswind, but found his roll

control barely adequate for the lateral offset approach and cautioned that

rapid rolling maneuvers should be avoided. When the roll control power was
2

reduced to 5 deg/sec , the pilot could not perform the crosswind rpproach.

There was insufficient roll control power to perform a wing-down approach

in the 26-knot crosswind. When the pilot attempted to decrab on a crabbed

approach, there was insufficient roll control to keep the airplane from being

blown off the runway. The pilot commented, "I'd lose control dramatically

by making a hole in the groumd somewhere off to the edge of the runway"

and rated the airplane a PR = 10.
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Configuration 16PI, Figure 12, had a long roll mode time constant

( rz 2.0). The maximum control power used for this configuration was

25 deg/sec2 . Configuration 0 was evaluated in a crosswind of 18 gusting

to 22 knots with no limits on the roll control power (within, of course, the

constraints of the T-33 variable stability airplane) and was ratnd satis-

factory with a maximum roll control power usage of 14 deg/sec . With the

roll control power reduced to 8 deg/sec2 , @ , the pilot had no difficulty

with a 25 gusting to 33-knot crosswind. The major problem was the inability

to stop a given roll rate with sufficient precision close to the ground.

The configuration with a roll control power of 4 deg/sec2 , o , was only

evaluated in a 10-knot crosswind but the pilot commented that once a roll

was started it required full aileron and rudder opposite to the direction

of turn to stop the roll, often leading to very uncoordinated situations.

There were occasions when the pilot nearly lost control of the airplane

because of the roll control.

The values of roll control power found to correspond to a PR - 3.S

in Table V or, in the case of group 9, roll control power values found to

correspond to a PR = 6.5 shown in Table VI, agree well with the minimum

values shown in Table IV. ThuF it was possible to limit the roll control

power to minimum values recorded during the basic group evaluations without

degrading the pilot ratings.

NIIL-F-8785B(ASG) places a requirement on roll control power in the

landing arproach for Class II airplanes of 30* in 1.8 seconds for Level 1

flying qualities. References 38 and 59 discuss bank angle in 1.0 seconds as

a measure of roll performance in the landing approach. The values of 40

and O.# shown on the tables in Figures 8 through 12 were obtained by ratioing

the appropriate bank angle obtained from calculated transient responses of the

configurations by the corresponding L- Aw, . Thus the values presented
represent the actual airplane response with the rudder fixed and are those

that would be experienced for the actual roll control power used.

MIL-F-8785B(ASG) allows rudder inputs to minimize sideslip that retards roll
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Table V

ROLL PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOUND TO CORRESPOND TO PR 3.5

___ z 1.0 RAD/SEC, dw'0-10, 10/d1dz _ _

ROLL CONTROL 01 MAXIMUM
Z'R POWER 21 1.8 -PSS X-WIND

CONF SEC DEG/SEC2  DEG DEG DEG/SEC KNOTS

6P1 0.11 30 7.11 15.9 10.1 22

IIPI* 0.1 30 7.1 15.1 10. 26

1IP] 1.1 l 5.5 1 .11 13.8 30

16P] 2.0 12 6.5 16.6 16.6 20

10,4,1 d = 0.25 FOR CONFIGURATION lIPI.

Table VI

ROLL PERFORMANCE ME/SURES FOR CONFIGURATION 9P1*

__ d w1 .0 RAD/SEC, fd aO. 1O, _:0/i d 3.0

Ir ROLL CONTROL MAXIMUM
POWER 1 1.8 PSS X-WIND

CONF SEC DEG/SEC2  DEG DEG DEG/SEC KNOT3

9PI* 0.4 _ / 1 18.41 38.5 22.3 30

9P1* 0.4 2 10.1 20.8 '2.2 10

*Configuration 9P1 was never rated better than
PR = 5; thus, these numbers represent roll
control power requirements for a PR 6.5.
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rate in meeting the roll performance requirements. Because the configurations

evaluated during the roll control power experiment were close to being the

minimum sideslip configurations, obtaining 0,., with the rudder fixed is not

considered inappropriate. For the moderate and low 10/6d cases, it was

found that values of 0. as low as 6.0 degrees were acceptable. The value

of O,8- 150 is only half the required value of 01. 8 for Level 1 flying qualities

MIL-F-8785B(ASG). For approaches made in crosswinds of 30 knots with

I 6/,1= 3.1, the results indicate roil control power corresponding to

= 38.5 degrees would be required to avoid significant pilot ri ing

degradation because of lack of roll control power. Table V gi'as t,

approximate values of roll control power, 0 , , and j.-s values found

to be satisfactory (PR--3.5) for the configurations evaluated in this 4 Ivesti-

gation. Table VI shows the values that resulted for configuration 9P1

corresponding to a PR = 6.5 This configuration was never rated bette than

a PR = 5.0 and therefore, it w s not possible to determine values of roll

control power necessary for a satisfactory pilot rating.

In summary, adequate roll control power is a function of roil mode

time constant as well as roll-to-sideslip ratio. As the roll mode time

constant is increased, the requirement on roll control power is reduced. As

the roll-to-sideslip ratio is increased, the requirements on roll control

power are correspondingly increased. The roll control power available can

establish a limiting crosswind value.

Steady-state roll rates of'10 deg/sec to 20 deg/sac were found to

provide satisfactory roll performance. The values ofo,,, were obtained from

-.rs " This is in good agreement with Reference 58, which

shows that in NASA simulator studies of SST approaches, values of 10-1S deg/

sec roll perArmance were satisfactory. Peak roll rates near 10 deg/sec

were reported in Reference 74 during the landing approach work with the XB-70.
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4.4 THE EFFECT OF IV

In this investigation, the value of Nf was essentially constrained

to be -0.08, a value that was determined to be representative of the class of

airplanes to be evaluated. All but four groups of configurations had values

within ±0.01 of -0.08. Three of these groups were the moderate roll mode time

constant ( 7'4 = 1.0 seconds) groups, 13, 14, and 15, which had N" values of

-0.094, -0.033 and -0.105 respectively. The fourth group had an A'1 = -0.0515.

As shown in Appendix I, for fixed values of Dutch roll frequency,

damping ratio, and I'/ Id , the value of N' strongly influences the position

of the 0/AW numerator zero with respect to the Dutch roll pole along the

real axis ( - ). The vertical displacement of the zero is then deter-

mined by A/'W/W

It was shown in Reference 7 that the optimum value of NAI LAWfor a

configuration is primarily a function of the yaw due to roll rate parameter,
A/.Fralowo pisu valu valu81For al configuration the optimum value ofNj/w  s the value

that in combination with N' results in minimum sideslip response. For aP
higherjo/ljd configuration, where the pilot is concerned primarily with the

roll response, the optimum value of NciL' is the value that in combination with

N' produces the best roll rate response.

Investigation of the ,8/dAw transfer function shown in Appendix I

indicates that when the spiral root is at the origin and

theA/SAwtransfer function can be written as follows:

tAW (A/N' &V I

AW
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From this expression, using the final value theorem, the steady-state

sideslip for an aileron input is a minimum when:

A/ - - -

NiA W Vp

S )

Since L' is negative, it can be seen that for negative values of /V,
P

minimum steady state sideslip will occur for positive values of , Aw/ Aw

(i.e., proverse yaw due to aileron wheel inputs). The converse is rrue when

mp is positive and greater than 9/v, minimum steady-state sideslip will occur

for negative values of NiAw/ LAW (i.e., adverse yaw due to aileron wheel

inputs).

In this investigation, all but four groups reached an optimum pilot

rating for a positive or proverse value of yaw due to aileron wheel deflection.

Two groups reached an optimum rating at N'Aw/ W=O and two groups for

adverse yaw due to aileron wheel deflection. The latter two groups and one of

those at which the optimum pilot rating occurred at w=0 were groups

with very light Dutch roll damping ratios ( 7d - 0.03). For these three groups,

the adverse yaw due to aileron wheel inputs tended to increase the closed

loop Dutch roli damping ratio and consequently were rated better.

The results of this experiment agree with those of References 7, 46

and SO in that proverse yaw die to roll control is desirable when the airplane

hs adverse yaw due to roll rate.

4.S HII! DUTOh ROLL FREQUENCY, LOW ROLL NODE TIME CONSTANT

The results obtained for the evaluations performed at a Dutch roll

frequency of 2.0 rad/sec and a roll mode time constant of 0.4 seconds are

discussed in the following four subsections.

4.5.1 Group I -- Low Dutch Roll D~amping Ratio, Moderatelo/j514

These configurations had the following lateral-directional mode

characteristics:
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wd = 2.02 rad/sec = 1.62

= 0.026 r = 0.40 sec Z' = 40 sec

The $/6AW transfer function zero locations with respect to the nominal Dutch

roll pole are shown in Figure 13 and the experimental results in Figure 14.

2.2.
GROUP 1

.. 2.0 ;
PROVERSE 0

01.8.

0 1.6.
N'6 AW/L' A 0 0 1.4.

I jW.

- 1.2

ADVERSE 1.0.
0.8'

0.6

0.4.

1 . 1 0.2

TRS

.2.7 -2.5 .1.0 -0.8 .0.6 -0.4 .0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
0

Figure 13 - POLE-ZERO LOCATIONS FOR GROUP 1
i AW

All configurations within this group except the most adverse ailercn

yat case wcre reported to have good precise roll control and minor or no

coordination requirements. Maneuverability was listed as a favorable feature.

Pilot comments for the w.ost adverse aileron yaw case were lost because o

rc%order ral ftiction.

The overwhelring objection to this group of configurations was the
airplane'sr res;onse te turbulence. In turbulence there were ocilations,

plartiularly in roll, but a:;o in ' The objectionable turbulence response

. a resuilt of the low Iutch rol! da .- irg. One pilot comment indtcate that

it was only the turbulence re.cponsc that made the configuraton tmsatisfac, ro'

for the landing approach. Far all but the 'IVA ';,. a 0) case. the effects
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J002
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of turbulence produced a moderate deterioration in task performance. The

r) case w is evaluated during the very early part of the flight

program without the benefit of the random noise disturbances Lo the controls.

It is felt that this accounts for the apparent discrepancy in turbulence rating.

Pilot-selected values of control ensitivities show consider:ible

scatter. In general, Pilot B selected higher sensitivities than Pilot A.

Out of turbulence, the airplane was quite good. The roll control was excellent

and very little rudder coordination was required. There was no difficulty in

performing either the crabbed or wing low technique in the crossiind approaches.

4.5.2 Group 2 -- MNedium D)utch Roll Damping Ratio, Moderate 10,3L-

These configurations had the following lateral-directional mode

characteristics:

wd  = 1.98 rad/sec I/7id 1.71

= 0.10 7 = 0.40 sec Z = oo sec

The /SAw transfer function zero locations with respect to the nominal Dutch

roll pole are shown in Figure 15, and the experimental results in Figure 16. .

:.. ....... ......... .. 2 .2 .. .. . .
*GROUP 2 O

.. .. . .. 2.0-

PROVERSE 0 1.8

. 9. O 1.6

N'6  L6 A=0 1.4.

1.2 • .

......... ... ADVERSE . ...... 1.0

....... . 0 .8

0.6.

0.4

S 1 i.1 0.2

TR -S

-2.8 -2.6 2.4 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6

0

Figure 15 L POLE-ZERO LOCATIONS FOR GROUP 2
4AW
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-0.15 -0.10 -0.06 000 .001
0.6 ADVERSE N' A/ L'b 006 PROVEjRSE

L AW O 'AW N6RP NPRP
DEG DEG DEG DEG

SEC2 DEG SEC 2 LB SEC 2 IN. SEC 2 LBA
8 ...... ..... 16 --- -- 4

..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 14 -010-.--

c .. .. ....12 .. . .. ....

00

*2 PIO B 4

0.02
2

t t I
0.16 -0.10 0.05 0 O06 010 0 15 -0.15 -0.10 -0.06 0 0.06 0.10 0.16

N' 6 / L 6 A N' 6 / L -A

Figure 16 PILOT RATINGS AND PILOT SELECTED CONTROL SENSITIVITY
GROUP 2 WHEEL CONTROLLER
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The overall lateral-directional handling qualities for this group of

co;n' lgirations were considered to be quite good. 'lle moderate frequency Dutch

roll mode and reasonable damping ratio were liked by both evaluation pilots.

I'here was very little change in pilot rating over the rnnge of

N4 A/Lj4w evaluated. Only the most adverse yaw due to aileron configuration

was rated as umsatisfactory. This was due primarily to roll rate oscillations

that occurred following aileron inputs. This particular configuration was also

the only one that required rudder coordination in a turn. The crosswind

approaches presented no particular problem with these configurations for

either technique.

The control sensitivities selected by both pilots were quite consistent.

The high rudder control sensitivity for the moderate proverse 'Aw 1 A, case

was selected to provide li'-ht rudder pedal forces to combat, the 20-knot cross-

wind which existed for that particular evaluation. The pilot commented that

since rudder coordination was not required, the high rudder sensitivity was

acceptable.

4.5.3 Group 3 -- High Dutch Roll Damping Ratio, Moderote I0/Id

These configurations had the following lateial-directi,-ia! mode

characteristics:

Add 2.01 rad/sec 0/3 1 1.50

=0.2_4 r 0.40 see T' SOC
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The i/4W transfer function zero locations with respect to the nominal Dutch

roll pou,: are ;huin in Figure 17, and the experimental results In Figure 18.

GROUP 3
D 2.0.

~0
..... .. ..... ..... .. . .... 1 .2
SN'6 L"

* 1.0

. ........ .. 0 .8 •

0.6 .

., . 0.4
1

- -_ .... . -0 .2 . .

2 8 2 2.4 .0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6

Figure i7 - POLE ZERO LOCATIONS FOR GROUP 3
'AW

'h , group of' configurations was the best evaluated. The combination

of moderate Dutch roli frequency and relatively high damping ratio resulted in

a smooth flying airplane with a minimal turbulence response. The directional

stiffness of the airplane tended to minimize the coordination requirements.

The roll control was good for all cases. Crosswind approaches presented no

particular problems.

There was good agreement between pilots in their selection of control

sensitivities. The pilot commented that the aileron sensitivity for the most

proverse N 4/ iZw configuration evaluated was a little too sensitive. The

lack of a significant turbulence response was listed as a good feature for all

the configurations in this group.
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a < 4 Group 4 -- Moderate Dutch Roll Damping Ratio, High i/ Id

lhese configurations had the following lateral-directional mode

characteristics:

2.02 rad/sec VP/A = 3.14

= 0.10 ta = 0.40 sec Ts = 100 sec

The 0/cAw transfer function zero locations with respect to the nominal Dutch

roll pole are shown in Figure 19, and the experimental results in Figure 20.
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The high roll-to-sideslip ratio of these configurations accentuated

the roll response to turbulence. It also increased the effect of varying

NJw/L AW, and caused a much larger movement of the numerator zeros in the

O/JAw transfer function. The result was a much larger variation in pilot

rating as a function of the control variable, NA w/l. 4 w due to greater exci-

tation of the Dutch roll resulting from aileron inputs.

The major objection for all the configurations was the crisp, rapid

roll response to turbulence. The Dutch roll mode primarily showed up as a

roll oscillation. For the adverse and zero vAW/LA,,w values evaluated, the

Dutch roll pole and numerator zero in the O/Aw transfer function are widely

separated. This means the ailerons are quite effective in exciting the Dutch

roll mode. The pilot can actually compound the roll response to an external

disturbance if he miscoordinates with the rudder or continues to excite the

Dutch roll w;th the ailerons. In either case, the primary reason for the

unacceptable ratings for these cases was the exaggerated aileron control

motions required to counter the large rolling response generated by turbulence.

The turbulence response was equally as objectionable for the most

proverse ,6 ,/ta case evaluated. In addition, there were increased com-

plaints about the unpredictability of the basic roll control resulting from

the phasing of the Dutch roll mode which had effectively increased th', apkarent

roll mode time constant. A root locus closure likewise indicates a lightening

of the Dutch roll damping ratio as the pilot closes on bank angle with the

ailerons, assuming the pilot t,,- bea puc'e gain controller.

There was considerable scatter in the control sensitivities selected

for these configur:tions, especially for the ailerons. No explanation was

given by the evaluation pilot for the quite high aileron sensitivity selected

for the slightly proverse aileron yaw configuration.
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4.6 LOW DUTCH kOLL FRLQUINCY, LOW IROLL MOM. [IME CONST.\

The results for ev:luations performed at a Dutch rol frequency of

1.0 rad/sec and a roll mode time constant of 0.4 seconds are discnsseC in the

following eight suhsections.

4.6.1 Group 5 -- Low Dutch Roli Damping Ratio, Moderate 145/AId

These configurations had the toliuw1,4g lateral-directional mode

charicLeristics:

= 0.99 rad/sec 54/A .

= 0.03 e = 0.35 sec rs = 100 sec

The 0/'Orw transfer function zero locations with respect to the nomi.nal Dutch

roll pole are shown in Figure 21, and the experimental results in Figure 22.
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These configurations were unsatisfactory for the landing approach at

all tested values of the ailkron yaw parameter, 'W/Z t W . The 3ptimum

average pilot rating was five. From Figure 22, it is noted that the configura-

tion with , / , -0.05 was twice rated as good as 3.5 and also at 6.5 and 7.

This apparent discrepancy is believed to result from the pilots' assessment of

the configuration's response to turbulence as indicated by the turbulence

ratings accompanying the piotted pilot ratings.

There were three dominating pilot comments for all values r' aileron

yaw tested: (1) Ccrdinatn.on requ %rementsz were severe and difficult to achieve,

often leading to overcontrolling with the rudder. (2) There were persistent

Jixectionai oscillations which also compounded the coordination problem.

(3) Resronse V.o turbulence was predorinanltJy directional and easily excited;

though slow, the nose excursions weio large and difficult to control.

The coordinotion difficulties in tle most adver.se aileron yaw case

were caused by the large sideslip response ana small bank angle response to

an aileron input. The pnOot commented that he would typically over,:ontrol with

the rudder. Then he tried to coordinate the large nose "hzng-ui:" dur.ng turn

initiation, the nose would swing in the opposite direction, ie., into the

turn, leading to further rudder use in attempting to zero the sideslip. As

aileron yaw became more proverse, the cooidination should have become easier;

however, as already mentioned, coordinatiot and directional oscillations were

problems at all values of V

If the pilot is assumed to be a simple proportion:d cortroller, a

root locus closure indicates that for the prover-e aileron yaw cases the

pilot could actually drive the )utch roll mode unstable by tightening his

control through attempts to track bank angl, more accurately and may induce

bank angle oscillations. For the adverse aileron yaw cases, the pilot may

actually increase the closed loop damping, hence, a reason for the optimum

pilot rating occui'ring at a small value of adverse aileron yaw.
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Therc was coasiJeiable variation between pilots in the selected values

of Ld The selected values of 'V~show less variation which can be

attributed to the almost overwhelming coordination and directional control

problems which made both pilots sensitive to rudder forces.

4.6.2 G~roup 6 -- Moderate Dutch Roll Damping Ratio, Moderate10,1

Trhese configurations had the following lateral- directional. mode

characteristics:

1.00 rad/sec 10161d 1.56

0 .11 Z~q 0.40 sec 75= 100 sec

Thie 44/dA, transfer function zero locations with respect 'co the nominal Dutch

roll 1p01e are shown in Figure 23, and the experimental results in Figure 24.
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The optimum pilot rating occurred at the small proverse IVL'AV/ A$4¢

tested, where both pilots commented that the roll control was precise and

predictable. Little or no turn coordination was required, but when required,

it was in the norm'al sense, requiring rudder into the turn. Turbulence

response was fast and small in magnitude causing no difficulty, Neither

pilot expressed an) difficulty with crosswinds.

For the most proverse ,d'. 'evaluated, the sideslip for an aileron

input was very small, but the pilot comments indicate that there was difficulty

with coordination, requiring frequent rudder use in the direction opposite the

turn and a nose oscillation that continued for a considerable period of time.

There was also difficulty in maintaining heading, especially in turbulence.

The pilots realized that coordiiation was necessary and that it had to be

applied in an unnatural manner. Upon turn entry, a slight amount of rudder

was required in the direction opposite the turn because of the proverse

aileron yaw, but as the roll rate developed, rudder into the turn was required

to counteract the negative, or adverse, yaw due to roll rate, N'. Actual

inflight records show that when the pilot was occupied with a tracking task,

such as the ILS, he used the rudder in the normai manner; that is, right

aileron inputs were accompanied by right rudder inputs and vice versa. In so

doing he may have made the configuration appear to have even more proverse

aileron yaw, thus driving the zero of the ¢/6,w transfer function farther

above the Dutch roll pole. A root locus closure indicates that if the pilot

acts as a proportional controller in closing the bank angle loop, he could

make the Dutch roll mode less stabile. If he does, in fact, use the rudder in

the normal coordination sense, he could further decrease the closed loop

damping. Another objection in the most proverse M".W/L ,AW case was the
response to turbulence and the difficulties it caused with directional control.

It should be pointed out that although the turbulence response of the open

loop airplane is independent of ' w/LM , the pilot rates the turbulence

response of the closed loop pilot-airplane combination which is affected by

changes in *./ w
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In the adverse aileron yaw cases, the pilots' primary objections were

the coordination difficulties and momentary hctxding excursions in the direction

opposite to the intended turn, making small heading corrections very difficult.

The selection of i dl values shows considerable scatter. In the most

adverse aileron yaw case, the pilot stated that after he selected Z' , the

forces and displacements were too large, indicating that his selection of sen-

ziLivity was too low. All other values selected were considered satisfactory

1,y the pilots. It should be noted that there is a difference in the level of

sensitivities selected at all values of aileron yaw by the two evaluation

pilots, ia that Pilot B had a definite tendency to select higher sensitivities

than Pilot A.

4.6.3 Group 7 -- High Dutch Roll Damping Ratio, Moderate 10/,61

These configurations had the following lateral-directional mode

characteristics:

d1.01 rad/sec 1 id~ =1.48

4'd = 0.29 Z'M = 0.40 sec T5 = :sec

The O/Aw transfer fuction zero locations with respect to the nominal Dutch

roll pole are shown in Figure 25, and the experimental results in Figure 26.

Except for the extreme adverse and proverse aileron yaw cases, the

evaluation pilots were pleaied with the roll response and the precision with

which they could maneuver. Coordination requirements were minimal, and there

was no signiticant increase in pilot effort associated with the turbulence

response. Ihe pilot's pr.mary objection in the most ldverse , case
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wa; the difficulty in maintaining directional control and coordinated flight.

[ii the most proverse aileron yaw case, there was lit'le need for coordination,

but the pilot noticed that a slight amount of cross control was often necessary

with the rudder. In both cases, the pilots objected to the slowness with which

the airplane would return to coordinated flight after a heading disturoance.

rhere was considerable scatter in the selection of control sensitivities

for both the aileron and rudder. Pilot B selected values at a more sensitive

value than Pilot A, basing his selection on crosswind considerations and one-

handed operation on the final approach. Pilot A had minor complaints about

heavy aileron forces after making his selections based on normal maneuvering.
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1.64 
- PUtCh R011 ;&inpinI Ratio, High p

iLc.v configurations had the following lateral-directional mode
-haracteristIcs

1.041 rad/sec 2.97

0.1)31 e s = 0 osee

['h y' z., trans fer function zero locations with respect to the nominal Dutch
roll pole are shown in Figure 27, and the experimental results in Figure 28.
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The configurations in this group were uLtdcceptable for all evaluation

points. The ,iain objections were severe coordination problems, large inter-

action between roll and sideslip, and difficulties with the response to

turbulence. Both pilots commented that continuous rudder manipulation was

required to even approach a coordinated flight maneuver and that just to

control the airplane was laborious. During crosswind approaches, directional

control was poor and led to difficulties in controlling bank angle because

of the large roll response to small rudder inputs. The turbulence response

was predominantly a sustained roll oscillation.

The control sensitivities shown reflect considerable spread between

the two pilots. Pilot B based his selection on aileron forces during crosswind

approaches so that he could fly with one hand. The pilot comments offered no

explanation for the scatter in rudder sensitivity selections.

4.b.5 Group 9 -- Moderate Dutch Roll Damping Ratio, High 10/AI

These configurations had the following lateral-directional mode

charact ,ristics:

4 = 1.09 rad/sec 3.11

0.12 r 0.40 sec 3 = co sec

The t/6 transfer function zero locations with respect to the nominal Dutch

roll pole are snown in Figure 29, 'and the experimental results in Figure 30.

Tho optimum pilot ratings occurred at a quite large value of

provers e ai leron yaw am! degraded sharply with changes in the aileron yaw

parx-eter in either direction. None of these configurations were found to

be sati.tactory at any test condition.
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Near thle optimum pilot rating there were moderate objections tc the turbulence

response, coordination requircutents and trimmability. Turbulence disturbances

resulted predominantly in rolling oscillations. The large roll response due to

small nidder inputs complicated the coordination requirements. The pilots

found it best to tolerate small sideslip angles rather than attempt precise

coordination. Sideslip excursions caused variations in the aileron forces, but

the roll control itself was acceptable.

Because "he roll response to rudder inputs was so large, the pilots had

difficulty with the crosswind approach. With the wing-down method, there was
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difficulty holding the nose straight and holding the high aileron forces.

With the crabbed approach method, abrupt rudder inputs required to de-crab,

near the ground, produced large bank angle changes.

In the most proverse NSw/. ,AW  case, there was a tendency to

overbank and for the roll rate to accelerate following an aileron input. Any

rudder use resulted in such large roll rates that it had to be counteracted

with large aileron inputs. The roll response to a step aileron input indicated

that the apparent roll mode time constant, ', was about two seconds although

the actual value of te was only 0.4 seconds. This is a result of the phasing

of the Dutch roll mode with roll mode, causing the bank angle to continue to

accelerate and, from the pilot's point of view, producing an unpredictable roll

control.

For the more adverse aileron yaw cases, the major complaints were also

the result of the large roll-to-sideslip ratio. Pilot comments indicate that

it was imperative to keep the sideslip near zero by rudder use, and it required

constant attention. As a result, the required coordination was very difficult

to achieve. Turbulence compounded the coordination problem.

With the exception of one point, the selection of control sensitivities

followed a very definite trend. Generally there was a compromise in that aileron

sensitivities were selected to provide high enough forces to prevent inadvertent

inputs and overcontrol in normal maneuvering but this resulted in heavy forces

in turbulence and during crosswind approaches.

4.6.6 Group 10 -- High Dutch Roll Damping Ratio, High 10/,6"1

These configurations had the following lateral-directional mode

characteristics:

cA = 1.03 rad/sec 10/B1j 2.90

= 0.25 Zr 0.40 sec Ts --n sec
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The 0/94w transfer function zero locations with respect to the nominal Dutch

roll pole are shown in Figure 31 and the experimental results in Figure 32.
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This group was marginally satisfactory for most test points. From

the optimum pilot rating, the pilot ratings degraded very rapidly fer increases

in aileron yaw in the adverse direttion. For increases in the proverse

direction, the configuration remained marginally satisfactory at best. Near

the optimum rating, the pilots liked the roll control. It was predictable and

there was no tendency to overcontiji. They had no difficulties with the cross-

wind approach and found the overall maneuverability good. There was some

objection to the turbulence response where small excursions in sideslip were

accompanied by large rolling motions. Coordination required constant rudder

into the turn. This too was found somewhat objectionable since small rudder

inputs produced large roll rates in the direction of the turn.
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In the most adverse aileron yaw case, coordination was very difficult.

There was little tendency tsward any oscillations; however, the nose appeared

to diverge slowly to one side and would have to be returned with rudder, then

it would begin goi:ig in the other direction. With the high IO/B L , rudder

inputs had to be accompanied by large aileron inputs in the opposite direction.

Control sensitivity selections show considerable scatter for both the

ailerons and rudder.

4.6.7 Group 11 -- Moderate Dutch Roll Damping Ratio, Low i/AlI

These configurations had the following lateral-directional mode

characteristics:

0.98 rad/sec I/A La 0.24

0.11 eg = 0.40 sec Zs = o sec

The O/d'Aw transfer function zero locations with respect to the nominal Dutch

roll pole are shown in Figure 33, and the experimental results in Figure 34.

For these configurations, the pilots foui d that the roll control was

good. The response was smooth and predictable, and there was no tendency to

overcontrol. Except for the mc-t adverse aileron yaw cases, coordination

requirements were minimal. A littfe rudder helped to be more precise, but the

airplane could be maneuvered very well wiLnout the use of rudder. The major

objection to the most adverse A' configurations was the large sideslip

excitation following an aileron input which caused coordination difficulties

and yawing oscillations. Neither pilot expressed any difficulty with any of

the configurations in coping with crosswinds and either method could be used

with equal success. A minor objection was that the response to turbulence was

largely a snaking oscillation of the nose, a result of the low dihedral effect,

hut it did not affect the pilot's ability to maintain heading.
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Control sensitivity selections show fairly consistent trends. For

the aileron wheel control sensitivities, the two selections which are obviously

low resulted in pilot complaints about high wheel forces.

4.6.8 Group 12 -- High Nutci Roll Damping Ratio, Lowi0/;1.L

'these configurations had the following lateral-directional mode

characteristics:

0.98 rad/sec I0/Ai = .21

0. 34 Zrf 0.40 sec Z's sec
a'3
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The 0S/c transfer function zero locations with respect to the nominal Dutch

roll pole are shown in Figure 35, and the experimental results in Figure 36.
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Figure 35 POLE-ZERO LOCATIONS FOR GROUP 12
~AW

The pilots liked the smooth responsive roll control. Small heading

corrections were easily accomplished. Directional and roll responses seemed

to be separated, so there was little effect in roll from rudder use. Neither

pilot expressed any difficulties with the crosswind approach. There was a small

increase in pilot workload in turbulence, but it did not degrade pilot

performance. For the case with the largest value of adverse aileron yaw,

coordination was required, but it didn't have to be precise and was easily

accomplished. In the most proverse 'w/ cAw case, the pilot found the

airplane highly desirable and rcported no objections.

There was considerable difference in the selection of aileron control

scnsitivities between the two pilots; however, the pilot coments do not

indicate that any compromises were involved; all selections were satisfactory.
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4.7 LOW DUTCH ROLL FREQUENCY, MODERATE DUTCH ROLL
DAMPING RATIO, MODERATE ROLL MODE TIME CONSTANT

The results for evaluations performed at a Dutch roll frequency of

1.0 rad/sec, a Dutch roll damping ratio of 0.1, and a roll mode time constant

of 1.0 second are discussed in the following three subsections.

4.7.1 Group 13 - Moderate Roll Mode Time Constant, Low 101/ 1.

These configurations had the following lateral-directional mode

characteristics:

= 1.00 rad,':.-c IoAid= 0.31

= 0.099 .f = 0.95 sec t= co sec

The 0/4Wtransfer function zero locations with respect to the nominal Dutch

roll pole are shown Jn Figure 37, and the experimental results in Figure 38.
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Figure 37 - POLE-ZERO LOCATIONS FOR GROUP 13
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In general, the pilots liked the smoothness and responsiveness of

the roll control. Pilot B reported, however, a mild tendency to overcontrol

in bank angle and that, on occasion, the airplane felt as if it were "taking

off just a bit" in roll.

The low roll-to-sideslip ratio of the Dutch roll mode presented an

interesting but possibly explainable variation in pilot rating as a function

of V" L The zero and slightly adverse yaw due -o aileron configurations

are rated worse (one to two pilot ratings) than the most adverse aileron yaw

case that was evaluated. For the most adverse , case, the initial
4w

nose displacenent was quite opposite to the turn, but coordination was

relatively easy and natural. For the zero and slightly adverse aileron yaw

cases, coordination was required, but difficult to achieve, occasionally

leading to overcontrolling tendencies. The cL. ision was that it was best

not to coordinate these configurations and just accept the resulting sideslip

oscillations. Since the pilots were given the opportunity to select the

rudder sensitivity, it would seem a simple matter to decrease the rudder

sensitivity for these cases and to eliminate the overcontrol!ing tendencies.

This was not possible, however, because the crosswind requirements dictated

the desired rudder sensitivities. Although the rudder sensitivity selec ons,

Figure 38, were quite consistent, Pilot A selecteo lower aileron sensitivities

than Pilot B.

The turbulence response for these configurations was primarily in

sideslip, requiring a conscientious effo-t by the pilot to suppress the

resulting oscillations with the rudder. For the .rosswind approaches, the

crabbed technique was preferred by Pilot A and the vng-down method o%

Pilot S. Pilot B commented that he felt uncomfortable kicking out large

cra angles near the ground with this configuration.
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4.7.2 Group 14 - Moderate Roll Mode 'rime Constant, Moderate 10/ l

These configurations had the following lateral-directional mode

characteristics:

= 1.01 rad/sec l 0131 = 1.53

= 0.10 ZR =1.10 sec Z, = oosec

The 0/'Aw transfer function zero locations with respect to the nominal Dutch

roll pole are shown in Figure 39, and the experimental results in Figure 40.

GROUP 14
x- 1.0 ;

0
PROVERSE 0 I -

0

0.8

0.2
1 1

L =0s O 0.1.

-1..-.1.1. -0.5 -0. ..3.. -. 1. 0. 0.1 .2 0.

N'-AW ii. :

. ... ... . ~ .i...

~~~~~~ADVERSE ... i .. 0.5--:.... ...

... . : .......... 0 .4 -

. ' 0 .3

The overall lateral-directional handling qualities of this group

0.1
of configurations were considered to be quite good. Both pilots noted a

small tendency to overshoot in bank angle but considered the roll control

satisfactory. Pilot A commented that the airplane was slow to cespond

initially to an aileron input. The roll control, for the most adverse aileron

yaw cas, evalua-d, was considered unpredictable.
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The effects of turbulence were noticeable, but did not signifie~antly

deteriorate the handling qualities. Lifwwise, the crosswind approaches were

easily accomplished and presented no particular problems. Both pilots were

con~sistent in their selection of aileron control sensitivities.

4.7.3 Group 15 - Moderate Roll Mode Time Constant, High Id/AId

These configurations had the following lateral-directional mode

characterist ics:

=1.13 rad/sec 0/9j~ 3. 50

=0. 09 zr 0. 95 sec -Cs = ao sec

The 0/'6~wtransfer function zei locations with respect to the nominal Dutch

roll pole are shown in Figure 41, and the experimental results in Figure 42.
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Figure 41 POLE-ZERO LOCATIONS FOR GROUP 15
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None of the configurations in this group were considered to have

satisfactory lateral-directional handling qualities. The roll control was

the primary objection, with the rudder coordination requirements being almost

equally objectionable. The ombination of high roll-to-sideslip ratio and

long roll mode time constant compounds the pilot's control of bank angle.

Because of the high dihedral effect, the rudder was quite effective in

producing a roll rate. Consequently, attempts to coordinate, which was a

requirement for each of these configurations, tended to cause overbanking.

The airplane was described as having a slow initial response and an unpredictable

final response, with a tendency to accelerate in roll rate, resulting in

overbanking.

The most adverse aileron yaw case evaluated had a non-minimum phase

roll rate and bank angle response. Consequently, the pilot had to use the

rudder for coordination to obtain a desired bank angle. The pilot commented

that coordination was a definite requirement, and that he quickly learned to

lead each turning maneuver with a rudder input. The requirement for constant-

ly having to use the rudder was a major objection.

The large roll response associated with turbulence was considered

objectionable. In turbulence it was considered a moderate control task

just to maintain a given bank angle or to keep the wings level. The only

complaint for the crosswind approaches was the large aileron forces encountered

during a wing-down approach and in a decrab maneuver. Both pilots were quite

consistent in their selection of control sensitivity for both the rudder and

aileron.

4.8 LOW DUTCH ROLL FREQUENCY, MODERATE DUTCH ROLL
DAMPING RATIO, LONG ROLL MODE TIME CONSTANT

The following section discusses the results for an evaluation group

performed at a Dutch roll frequency of 1.0 rad/sec, a Dutch roll damping ratio

of 0.1, and a roll mode time constant of 2.0 seconds.
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4.8.1 Group 16 - Long Roll Mode Time Constant, Moderate 1-/113,

These configurations had the following lateral-directional mode

characteristics:

= 1.00 rad/sec I0/A = 1. 55

0.11 rZ = 2.0 sec Z- = osec

The Pldw transfer function zero locations with respect to the nominal Dutch

roll pole are shown in Figure 43, and the experimental results in Figure 44.
. ; x 1.0
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.' 0 ' 0.9
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f , ,0.5
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1 1
TR ~ T 0.1

7.R S

-0.6 -(5 .0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3

a

Figure 43 POLE-ZERO LOCATIONS FOR GROUP 16
AW

These ccntfigurations, at best, must be considered borderline cases.

That is, they are betheen satisfactory (no improvement necessary) and un-

satisfactory (deficiencies warrant improvement). There was little variation

in pilot rating ovcr the range of NAWA w evaluated. This follows from

the relatively small displacements of the numerator zeros in the 0/a6Aw transfer

function, as shown in Figure 43.
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The major problem with these configurations was the effect of the

long roll mode time constant and not the effects of adverse or proverse yaw

due to aileron. The roll control was described as unpreditable. There was

a tendency for the initial roll response to be slow followed by an acceleration

in roll rate, making the final response hard to predict, resulting in over-

banking. This complicated the selection of aileron wheel sensitivity. If

the sensitivity was sufficiently high to allow good control for small aileron

inputs, then the overbanking tendency for large maneuvers was exaggerated;

the converse was true if low sensitivities were selected. The resulting

compromise made the aileron forces feel as if they were heavy for starting

and stopping roll rates. The pilots were quite consistent in their selection

of both the aileron and rudder sensitivities.

The effects of the long roll mode time constant were especially

noticeable during the offset approach maneuver and the crosswind landings.

The overbanking tendency, the feeling that the roll rate was going to "get I
away" from the pilot, and the requirement for large abrupt aileron inputs to

start and stop roll rates were objectionable features. Rudder coordination

in turns was listed as a requirement but did not present a major problem.

Turbulence primarily created problems with the roll control. The

roquirement for numerous aileron inputs tended to increase the pilot workload

but the effect on the overall handling qualities was never worse than a minor

deterioration in task performance. Neither evaluation pilot was satisfied

with the slow initial roll response during the crosswind approaches. The

wing-down method for correcting for crosswinds was preferred in )rder to

avoid abrupt maneuvering near the ground.



4.9 COMPARISON OF PILOT RATINGS WITH VARIATIONS IN
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DYNAMICS

lhe matrix of configuraions evaluated allows a number of comparisons

to be made. Comparisons of Dutch roll frequency, damping ratio, roll-to-side-

slip ratio and roll mode time constant are presented.

4.9.1 Comparison of Pilot Rating Data Obtained at Two
Dutch Roll Frequencies

Pilot rating data for Dutch roll frequencies of 1.0 and 2.0 radians

per second are compared at three values of Dutch roll damping ratio in

Figures 45a, b and c, and for two values of roll-to-sideslip ratio in

Figure 46.

The most significant difference in pilot ratings for the two fre-

quencies evaluated occurred at the low value of Dutch roll damping ratio

(Figure 45a) where better pilot ratings were obtained at the high fre-

quency than at the low. Although both groups were quite susceptible to

tuibulence, the low frequency configurations were further degraded because

of the difficult coordination requirements associated with the slow direc-

tional response. This is consistent with References 4 and 29 which indicate

that an increase in damping ratio is desirable as the Dutch roll frequency

is reduced in order to keep the total damping of the system, C above

an acceptable level. Reference 71 requires a minimum 'd4de - 0.15 for

Level 1 flying qualities.

As shown in Figure 451, there is essentially no difference in the

pilot ratings between those configurations evaluated at the two diffeient

Dutch roll frequencies for the moderate damping ratio. The pilot ratings do,

however, show a more rapid deterioration at the highest proverse yaw dise to

aileron case for the low frequency than for the high. Since the closed loop

Dutch roll damping ratio is reduced for these higher proverse configurations,
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the more rapid deterioration in pilot rating for the low-frequency cAsC is

consistent with the results for the low damping configurations described

above, indicating that the pilot may be sensitive to small

At the higher Dutch roll damping ratio, 4dl 0.25, (Figure 45c)

the low Dutch roll f::equency cases were rated equal with the high-frequencY

case at the "optimum" A'JA W i/ZLA, but show a more rapid deterioration for

MAw/Lcjr w values to either side. When the numerator zero is separated

from the Dutch roil pole and ccordination becomes a factor, the low-frequcnicy

configurations are downrat,-d because of the slowness of the directional

response.

Figure 46 compares tlhe pilot rating data obtained for the hij h10/3!j

moderate , configurations at the two Dutch roll frequencies. The trend in

pilot rating as a function of the control parameter IV-w//ZJA is essential ly

the same at both frequencies; however, the high-frequency cases are

consistently rated one to two ratings better than the law. The loker direc-

tional stability associated with the low Dutch roll frequency leads to larg-.

sideslip excursions and, consequent ly, larger roll angles witii a correspondin,

degradation in roll control. Since the turbUle..e response :or th, lot-

frequency configurations is also a maj or complaint , the co,,I natiorm of

turhulenct response and roll control dIifficulties makes these configurations

less desi rab le tha; tie higher frequency -on figurations.

4.9.2 Ln:i:on of Pilot Rating Data Ol.a-ned at Different
nu ,tPc lo! iapingjRjtios

I'ilot rti %,' n ,ata tre -omparco! for tc three va ilues o' Put-h roll

d.:-:i -14 ratio it th'e .od, rae v ti e li u, o I for both *uo c , f I cjielc i . '

a:;d ht the high d: ". ' i '0 14 . A", alsk sonpirud for the,-

, i;.,r xs diuvs .-f 4 . fr il~i, lot.'e, 3'. 1 a nd low tPut ci rol l requtc .

.\ sh,,. n m: Figures 47a and 47b, the handli n qualities impro%'cd

t;, or rnore pilot rating, at the optirum i;l lot rating. for a change n a dar-Iling
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ratio from ;'Lt=0.03 to ;d = 0.1 for the moderate10/1,6d configurations at

both Dutch roll frequencies evaluated. A further increase in damping ratio

to the high value of 5 e shows no significant improvement in the optimum

pilot rating; however, there was an improvement in the more adverse yaw

configurations.

For both frequencies evaluated, the pilots accepted greater varia-

tions in lVj wl!Z A at the highest damping ratio than at the moderate or

low. In this experiment, A/, /Aw primarily determined the amount of

Dutch roll excitation to an aileron input. With the higher damping ratio,

the Dutch roll oscillations decayed rapidly and, consequently, were less

of a problem. The primary difference between the low and high damping ratios

evaluated was the airplane's response to turbulence. In smooth air, even

the lightly damped configurations were considered "not too bad"; however,

in turbulence, both the riding qualities and the handling qualities

deteriorated significantly, The reduction in turbulence response for an

increase in damping ratio from ;:4= 0.1 to Cd" 0.3 is quite significant.

In many cases at the higher damping ratio, the lack of excitation due to

turbulence was listed as a good feature. Thus, an increase in Dutch roll

damping ratio above ;,ez 0.1 may not significantly improve the airplane

hainling qualities, but it does enhance the turbulence response and riding

qualities of the airplane.

Figure 48a shows the pilot rating comparison for the high I case

as the damping ratio is varied from rd 0.03 to Q--0.2S. In this comparison

there is a much greater improvement in pilot rating with an increase in

damping ratio than for the moderate 145/,1,L configurations. Because of the

low Dutch roll frequency, Wd z-.O rad/sec, the static directional stability

is low and the airplane is quite susceptible to sideslip excursions. With

the higher roll-to-sideslip coupling, these sideslip excursions manifest them-

selves as roll control problems. The turbulence response was not really liked

by either evaluation pilot for any of these configurations. It is in the area

of turbulence response that the increased damping ratio had its most beneficial
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effect. The only two pilot ratings that were satisfactory ( ,%0.25,

= ) had turbulence ratings of B and C, with all others rated D

or lower. It can be concluded that the desired level of Dutch roll damping

ratio is strongly influenced by the amount of roll-to-sideslip coupling.

An increase in damping ratio has a more significant and beneficial effect

on the handling qualities as the roll-to-sideslip ratio increases.

Figure 48b compares moderate and high damping ratios for the low

roll-to-sideslip ratio. The major improvement in handling qualities with

an increase in damping ratio at this low dihedral effect is again in the

turbulence response and riding qualities of the airplane. At the lower

damping ratio, the turbulence response was considered a minor objection.

At the higher damping ratio, the turbulence response was considered negligible

and listed as a favorable feature. The higher damping ratio significantly

reduced the snaking motion normally associated with low roll-to-sideslip

airplanes and noticeably improved the riding qualities.

4.9.3 Comparison of Pilot Rating Data Obtained at Different Ratios
of Roll-to-Sideslip in the Dutch Roll Mode

Pilot rating data are compared at two values of I#/A I1 at the

high Dutch roll frequency with the moderate damping ratio and also at the

low Dutch roll frequency with the low damping ratio. Three values of [0/Ald
are compared at the low Dutch roll frequency and short roll mode time constant,

for the low and moderate damping ratios, and also at the low Dutch roll fre-

quency with the moderate damping ratio and moderate roll mode time constant.

"These comparisons are shown in Figures 49 through 51.

Comparison of the moderate and high roll-to-sideslip ratios, at the

high Dutch roll frequency and moderate damping ratio, Figure 49, shows only one

pilot rating difference (with the lower roll-to-sideslip ratio rated better)

at the optimum ?-Aw/14" value evaluated. The L' for the high roll-to-

sideslip ratio was -19.4 and was -10.3 for the low. This combination of L'

and Outch roll freqquency compares quite well with the results of the Princeton
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data, Reference 72, which were obtained for an ILS task for small general

aviation airplanes. The primary difference between these two groups was the

roll response to turbulence which was considerably worse for the high roll-

to-sideslip configurations. e greater amount of Dutch roll excitation with

the high 10/1, Id resulted in a rapid degradation in pilot ratings for values

of aileron yaw more adverse or proverse than that for which the best pilot

ratings occurred.

At the low frequency and low damping ratio, Figure Sa indicates

that the moderate It/A Jd ratio is still preferred over the high value.
Neither group of configurations was very good because of the low static

directional stability and low damping ratio. This combination of character-

istics precipitated continuous excursions in sideslip which, when coupled

with the high roll-to-sideslip ratio, created roll as well as directional

control problems. The turbulence response was considered excessive for both

groups primarily because of the light Dutch roll damping.

Figure 5Ob compares the pilot ratings obtained for the three roll-

to-sideslip ratios at the low Dutch roll frequency and moderate damping ratio.

Although the best pilot rating occurs at a slightly different value of

L~ ,there is essentially no difference in the pilot's assessment

of the handling qualities at the optimum configuration for the low and

moderate roll-to-sideslip ratios. Although the turbulence response for the

lo; j0/A L -onfigurations showed up primarily as a snaking motion and for

the moderate J0/A Jd cases as a coupled lateral-directional motion, the

overall effect on the handling qualities was essentially the same. The pilot

ratings for the high iO/1 jj configurations were considerably degraded from

either of the lower 10/,1d values. Again. the major objection was centered

on the roll response to turbulence.

Figure SOc compares three roll-to-sideslip ratios at the low butch

roll frequency but with the high damiiing ratio. There is csscntially no

difference in the optimum pilot iat,ng obtained for the two lower roll-to-

sideslip ratios. Both groups were rated slightly better than the high roll-

to-sideslip ratio configurations. The improvement in turbulence re:ponsc for

ifql
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the high 10/610t configurations accounts for the smaller differences in pilot

ratings with the high damping ratio compared to those obtained at the modc-rate

damping ratio.

All the previous comparisons were made for a short roll rode time

constant of ZR- 0.4 seconds. Figure 51 compares dissimilar roll-to-sideslip

ratios at the low Dutch roll frequer.cy and moderate damping ratio for the

moderate roll mode time constant of approximately 1.0 second, Comparing

Figure SOb with Figure 51, it is immediately apparent that for the moderate

roll mode time constant configurations there is less pilot rating variation

for a corresponding change in / A,, than there is for the short roll

mode groups. This results from the respectively lower values of L4  for the

moderate roll mode time constant configurations. Since Li appears in the

denominator of jO/Aj,(see Appendix I) and is significantly less for the

moderate roll mode time constant than for the short roll mode time constant j
configurations, there is a corresponding decrease in L, required to achieve

the same i /e Idrelationships. The moderate I1/j configurations we.e rated

better than the low I configurations primarily because the adverse yaw

due to aileron created a Dutch roll phase relatioship in roll rate that

tended to reduce the effect of the longer roll mode time constant. The zeroes

in the /A/transfer function are quite widely separated from the Dutch

roll pole for the high roll-to-sideslip ratio configurations, making a direct

comparison :'ith the two lower configurations less meaningful at the

moderate roll mode cime constant. The pole-zero separations are indicativ

of the Dutch roll excitation due to aileron inputs, and hence, any aileron

input for the high [01/4[dcase produced cnsiderabiy more Dutch roll excita-

tion than a corresponding input for the two lower 10//61, groups. Consequently

in this comparison, the difference in pilot rating between the high 10/,

and the tw, lower [0115 dvalues cannot be attributed solely to the effects of

a change in O/ .

The following conclusions can be reached from the above comparisons.

Roll-to-sideslip ratio is indeed a good measure of the lateral turbulelce
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response that can be anticipated for a given airplane. The high roil-to-

sideslip ratio was less degrading at the high Dutch roll frequency Wd 2.0

rad/sec) evaluated than at the low frequency. The combination of loM hLutch

roll frequency ( dl.O rad/sec), low Dutch roll damping ratio (z.03),

and high roll-to-sideslip ratio ( 101161dz3.0), was completely unacceptable.

The same Dutch roll frequency and damping ratio with the moderate roll-to--

sideslip ratio (j/i~l.5) was rated barely acceptable, but unsatisfacorv.

Increasing the Dutch roll damping ratio can significantly improve the

acceptability of the handling qualities of a high roll-to-sideslip configura-

tion. There is essentially no difference in the desirability of the handling

qualities between configurations with the same Dutch roll frequency aod

damping ratios and roll-to-sideslip ratios of about 0.25 to 1.50.

4.9.4 Comparison of Pilot Rating Data Obtained at Different Values
of Roll Mode Time Constant

Pilot rating data are compared for three roil mode time constants,

rzO.4, 1.0, and 2.0 seconds at the low Dutch roll freq:iency, moderate

damping ratio and moderate 10.t Two roll mode values, Zp z.0.4 and 1.0

seconds, are compared at the same Dutch roll frequency and damping ratio

for the lowest and highest values of 10//31j.

Figure 52a compares three values of roll mode time constant at the

moderate lC/Ad. The pilots described the roll control for the short Z

configurations as precise and predictable. For the moderate ZR , the roll

control was considered satisfactory and good with one minor complaint:

the airplane was slow to respond initially and there was an occasional

tendency to over control in bank angle. In genera], there was very little,

if any, difference in the roll control per se between these two groups of

configurations. Analysis of the pilot uomment data indicated that the major

difference was in the turbulence response. For the ;hort R configurati ons,

Z/-:-4.07, for the moderate 2' , Z z-l.88, the approxim:.r.e factor of two

difference in L, primarily accounts for the more objectionable turbulence
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ratings given to the low roll mode time constant configurations. The higher

Z (4, =-4.07) also accounts for the greater pole zero separation in the

019AW transfer function, resulting in greater Dutch roll excitation with the

ailerons at the short roll mode time constant. This excitation is responsible

for the more rapid deterioration in pilot rating witn change in the aileron

yawrN / r* The pilot comments for the long or two-second

roll mode time constant were primarily di., 'cted at the roll control itself.

The roll control was described as unpredictable with a slow initial response

followed by an acceleration in roll rate w;ith a resulting overbanking tendency.

The turbulence response also created roll control difficulties requiring

numerous aileron inputs, but caused very little degradation in the overall

h,'ndling qualities. L-,, for these configurations was -1.50. Although therr

are differences in pilot ratings, Figure 52a, for the three roll mode time

constants evaluated, differences are relatively minor, with all three optimum

configurations rated as satisfactory, i.e., PR:3.5.

Figure 52b compares the short and moderate roll mode time constants

at the low Dutch roll frequency, moderate dampii:g ratio, and high I /aj.
Here again, little difference in pilot rating can be directly attributed to

the change in roll mode time constant. The Z' for the moderate roll mode

time constant configurations was -4.39, and for the 0.4-second configurations,

-8.91. This accounts for the greater separation between the zeroes of the

[4, transfer function for the short roll mode time constant configuration

as the aileron yaw parameter was varied. Consequently, there is a more rapid

degradation in pilot rating as NlyAW/ L' was varied from its "optimum"

value. The turbulence response in roll Aas less for the moderate roll mode

ti,.,e constant configurations; however, thc pol,-zero separation was

considerably greater in all cases, with a corresponding requirement for

rudder coordination for each 01nfiguration.

The roll mode time constant comparison (i zA- 0 . 4 and I. I seconds ) for

the low 0//3 [ configrations is sho,,n in Fimure 52c. The Z for the short

roll mode time constant is approxiimatcly three; times k -2.-So co,11parcd to .1.03)
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tha of the moderate roll mode time constant but the overall effect on the

numerator terms in the Acw transfer function is relatively small. Because

of the closeness of the numerator zeroes to the Dutch roll pole, the roll

rate trace closely approximates a pure first-order response. The roll control

was considered good for both values of roll mode time constant. The pilotq

liked the smoothness and predictability of the roll control. The airplane was

considered to be responsive in roll at the longer roll mode time constant,

and this was occasionally listed as a favorable feature.
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5.0 Control Sensitivity Selections.

During each evaluation, the pilot selected aileron and rudder control

sensitivities that he considered optimum for the configuration. The selected

values are presented in Section 4.5 through 4.8. The selection of sensitivi-

ties was the first step in the evaluation procedure during the pilot's farnil-

iarization with the configuration. Arrows shown on the control sensitivity

plots designate points that the evaluation pilots reported could be improved.

For example, if the pilot comments indicated that the aileron control was a

little heavy, an arrow was drawn to indicate that sensitivity should be

kncreased. The plots of aileron control sensitivity reveal a tendency by

pilot B to select higher sensitivities than pilot A. Most obvious differences

occurred for those groups with the shortest roll mode time constant, rR%0.4.

Similar differences in the pilots were also noted in the case of rudder

;ensitivities, although they were not as pronounced.

The differences in sensitivity selections are believed attributable )
to to factors. First, the physical difference in the two pilots. Pilot A,

who is quite large but proportionately trim and muscular, seemed quite willing

I to accept higher f:,rc ., than pilot B who, by comparison, is sriallr and not

as physicail) pc.(iful as pilot A. Second, as a close examination of the pilot

comments will reveal, pilot B was much more sensitive to compromises neces-

sary between tolerable forces in one mission segment and overly sensitive

control in antlher mission segment. This oversensitivity also may he due to

pilot B', intolerance o high contr.ol forces. It is further evident from the

pLilot comments that pilot B, on several occasions, re-selected sensitivities

after flying a crosswind or lateral offset landing approach and finding that

latoral control forces were too heavy for one-handcd operation. lie considered

one-handed operation an essential requirement fur the landing approach phase

for the class of airplanes being investigated. In one case with a low roll-

to-sideslip ratio (Group 11 with /W/Zj -- 0.05), pilot B commented that

since the dirvcti..al and lateral responses seemed to he separated, he could

choose !ateral control to suit his desires, and he liked it sensitive. In



this case, he selected a very high sensitivity. Thus, it seems that what a

pilot considers optimum sensitivity may be significantly influenced by

personal preference if the configuration is amenable t. a range. The flight

experience and background of the two evaluation pilots is quite similar and

hence offers no resolution as to their differences in acceptable sensitivities.

Selection of rudder control sensitivities was usually based on turn

coordination requirements and often tailored, especially by pilot B, to offer

reasonable forces on crosswind landing approaches and yet not be too sensitive

for turn coordination during normal maneuvering. Rudder pedal sensitivity

increased as Dutch roll frequency became higher. This increase is expected

because directional static stability is greater with higher Dutch roll fre-

quency. However, piiots do not wish Lu accept higher pedal forces -:ith the

greater static stability; thus prefer higher sensitivities.

Pilot-selected values of aileron cotrol sensitivity showed varia-

tions with the roll mode time constant, Tg , and variations between the two

evaluation pilots. There was no discernible trend of variation with other

dynamic modal characteristics. Although pilot comments indicate that cross-

winds were occasionally a factor in the selection of control sensitivities,

attempts to establish a meaningful correlation proved futile. In Reference 7,

pilot-selected values of aileron and rudder sensitivity were shown to

correlate with the aileron yaw parameter, Attemts to establish

a consistent relationship betwten sensitivities and I/4/4I for the data

obtained in this experiment were unsuccessful.

Thc control sensitivity plots in Sections 4.5 through 4.8 show that

at the smallest value of roll mode time constant evaluated, *=. there is

considerable scatter in the range of pilot-selected control sensitivity. For

the moderate and long values of tC tested, Zrgeal.0 and rg=2.0, the range of

selected sensitivities was smaller. At rcm 2.0, the acceptable rangte of

sensitivities was quite small. Reference SI reported a similar trend in

variations of pilot-selected control sensitivity with roll mode time constant.
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At the moderate and long roll mode time constants, the pilots' comments indicitc

that control sensitivity selection was a compromise between sensitiv(, enoigh

ailerons to preclude heay forces during the initiation and stopping of roil

rates, and low enough sensitivity to prevent overcontrolling tendencieS. '1,:us,

if no compromise was required, the control sensitivity selections ,ere

strongly influenced by pilot preference; however, when a compromise was

required both pilots tended to make uniform selections.

Figure 53 compares plots of pilot-selected values of aileron control

sensitivity, z , versus the roll mode time constant Tr. Points shein are

only for configur::tions that received a Plk of 3.5 or better. 1he figure show>

the tendency of pilot A to select lcwer sensitivity values than pilot B, and

that both pilots selected lower aileron control sensitivity for increasing

values of IA. This trend is well established in past handling qualities

research and is docuented in Reference 10.
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Section 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An investigation to determine roll control power requirements and

the effects of variations in lateral directional dynamics on landing approach

handling qualities and cross-wind landing capabilities of the executive jet

class of airplanes was conducted in the USAF/CAL variable stability T-33

airplane. A summary of the results and the conclusions drawn are included

in the following:

1. The following conclusions were reached concerning the effects

of lateral-directional dynamics on the pilot's ability to

handle a crosswind approach:

* Low Dutch roll damping ratio ({,dOO3)did not present

a serious problem at the high Dutch roll frequency

(,,-2.0 rad/sec) but became a major problem at the

low frequency ({,k.l.0 rad/sec). The continuous nose

oscillations resulting from the low damping ratio,

coupled with the slow directional response, caused a

tendency to overcontrol directionally in a wing-down

approach and a tendency to set up directional oscillations

during a decrab maneuver.

* The magnitude of the roll--to-sideslip ratio significantly

influences the pilot's ability to handle a crosswind

approach, Low roll-to-sideslip ( I/,dJ.z0.25)was desirable,

but high roll-t-sideslip (10/ ,81=3.0) led to high aileron

forces in the wing-down approach and a reluctance to kick

off even modest sideslip angles near the ground because

of rapid and large roll response to rudder inputs.
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Roll mode time constants as long as one second do t,ot

adversely affect the pilot's control in a crosswinu;

however, time constants of twc seconds do create control

problems. The tendency to overcontrol in bank angle as-,o-

ciated with the long roll mode time constant (c-2.0

seconds) wo especially degrading when encountering gust),

wind conditions near the ground.

2. The amount of roll control power available can directly establish

the limiting crosswind component.

3. Roll control power requirements are a function of roll mode

time constant and roll-to-sideslip ratio. As the roll mode time

constant is increased, roll control power requirements are

reduce. As roll-to-sideslip ratio is increased, the require-

ments on roll control power are correspondingly increased.

4. For the low and moderate roll-to-sideslip cases evaluated,

10/,1dx0.25 and 101814 l.5, steady-state roll rates as

low as 10 deg/sec provided satisfactory roll performance.

For the high roll-to-sideslip configuration, IO/A -3.0,

a steady-state roll rate of 20 deg/sec was required.

5 For the low and moderate roll-to-sideslip configurations

evaluated, */,8Jid-0.25 and 1/1,/A-dl.5, bank angles in 1.0

seconds as low as 6.0 degrees and bank angles in 1.8 seconds

of 15 degrees were acceptable. The MIL-F-8785B(ASG) requirement

on bank angle in 1.8 seconds in 300 for Class II airplanes which

includes the executive jet class. The results also indicate that

for approaches made in 30-knot crosswinds, with I /,d l, *3.0, roll

control power corresponding to a bank angle in one second of 18.4

degrees and a bank angle in 1.8 seconds of 38.5 degrees would be

required to avoid significant pilot rating degradation because of

lack of roll control power.
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6. Low Dutch roll damping ratio (z0.03) was more acceptable

at the high Dutch roll frequency (-J=2.0 rad/sec) than at

the low (wdz1.0 rad/sec). With ;',iO.03,both high and low-

frequency configurations were quite susceptible to turbulence.

The low-frequency configurations were degraded because of

coordination requirements associated with the slow directional

response that resulted from the reduced static directional

stability. The low directional stability leads to over-

control with the rudder, and the low damping ratio results

in persistent directional oscillations.

7. The best configurations evaluated were those with the high

Dutch roll frequency (wd=2.0 rad/sec), high damping ratio

(CdO.3), short roll mode time constant (?7e0.4 sec), and

moderate roll-to-sideslip ratio (O/IAI l.50).

8. There was essentially no difference in the pilot ratings

obtained for the configurations evaluated %t the low and

high Dutch roll frequencies ('jtl.0 andwdo2.0 rad/sec)

for a Dutch roll damping ratio offxO.1 and a moderate

roll-to-sideslip ratio (,/Ald'l.S),

9. The effect of a high roll-to-sideslip ratio /

was less degrading at the high Dutch roll frequency

(,jdz2 .0 rad/sec) than at the low frequency (wdzl.O rad/sec).

The low directional stability associated with the low Dutch

roll frequency leads to larger sideslip excursions and

consequently larger roll angles with a corresponding

degradation in roll control. The large roll disturbance

in turbulence was objectionable at both frequencies

evaluated.

10. The combination of low Dutch roll frequency ( djl,0 rad/sec)

low damping ratio (fdzO.03)and high roll-to-sideslip ratio
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was unacceptable for all evaluation points. The combi;nation

of low rd and high 10/,81, created severe coordination problems

and resulted in sustained lateral oscillations in turbulence.

11. For the medium roll-to-sideslip configurations, the majority

of the improvement in pilot rating occurred when [)utch roll
damping ratio was increased from d .0 3 to~d-O. A further

increase in damping ratio tof--0.26 did not improve the pilot

rating proportionately.
II

12. Although an increase in Dutch roll damping ratio above dz0.1

does not significantly improve the handling qualities, it does

produce a dramatic improvement in the turbulence response (i.e.,

turbulence rating) and riding qualities.

13. The desired level of Dutch roll damping ratio was strongly

influenced by the amount of roll sideslip coupling. When

the roll-to-sideslip ratio is high, the Dutch roll damping

ratio should also be high.

14. There was essentially no difference in the pilot opinions of

handling qualities between the configurations evaluated with

the same Dutch roll frequency and damping ratio and roll mode

time constant for roll-to-sideslip ratios in the order 0.25

to 1.5.,

15. There was little di'fference in the pilot ratings and pilot

comments for similar cnnfigurations evaluated at roll mode

time constants of 0.4 and 1.0 seconds.

16. A roll mode time constant of 2.0 seconds is marginally satis-

factory (i.e., PR~3.5) for the landing approach phase of

flight.
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17. The combination of high roll-to-sideslip ratio (I*/AI 3.0)

and moderate roll mode time constant (tzl.O seconds) is not

satisfactory for the landing appioach. The large roll rates

that result from sideslip excursions or rudder inputs are

difficult to counter with the longer roll mode time constant.

18. Lateral.-directicnal dynamics do not impose a limit on the maxi-

mum crosswind component, provided sufficient aileron and rudder

control power .are available to perform the approach. This does

not mean, however, that all combinations of lateral-directional

dynamics are desirable or even acceptable.
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Appendix I

LATERAL-DI|ECTIONAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The lateral-directional equations are written in Laplace notation

for a set of body axes using the following basic assumptions:

* The airplane is a rigid body.

• The mass of the airplane does not change during the period of
dynamic analysis.

o The airplane is initially in unaccelerated flight and maintains
constant altitude.

* The earth is considered to be a flat, inertial, nonrotating,
space fixed body.

0 The air mas is nonaccelerating.

* The %-I plane is considered to be a plane of symmetry.

• The perturbations from the equilibrium or steady state
condition are small enough that the products and squares of the
variations are small in comparison with the variations themselves
and can be neglected. Also, the perturbation angles are small
enough that the sines of these angles may be set equal to the
angles and the cosines equal to one. Products of these angles
are also negligibly small.

*..In the steady flight condition, the airplane is in wings level,
symmetric flight with no angular velocity.

* The elevators and ailerons are symmetrically located with
respect to the X-1 plane and the rudder is located parallel to
the i-1 plane.

* The control surfaces are movable rigid components attached to a

rigid body.

* The airflow around the airplane is quasi-steady.

* The initial pitch a%-ie is :ero.
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-lhe lateral-directional cquations using primed derivatives are as
follows:

L f 3,,. Ir L s.- ;') -L' s,-L' P , (1-1)
A#, (IV'- s),, A" I' - A S., '

0 ~AW jA' RP e

In matrix form:

VF

AWW

I, II,"/-4 '- (1-2)

/;s Ns H L'
rhe characteristic equation can then be written as:

S! - [Y 5 3 +i L AtA' tr Nz . P + L

Using Cramer's rule, the 0 1- *"and 4' transfer functions can be
written as follows:

For an aileron wheel input:

0A 1L4 0 Lle -4 ((1-3)4. ~1

Al- ' [ A" -Y iL
'

3
Ah/(4 NI -4I L4 fI IV"J
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which can be written as

___~~~A~ Aw (~4~~w 15

where AA

'W q

I' I

which can be writ'.en as:

- =- LI-,)

SAWt

whe're

A W 'AI'

For = , the following equation applied:

,qW (s

47..
where
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144 p5,

-AW A W Y.;,~W'r ~ ~ l /

;), ((Y

SAW V~ r)
P rA/ r ~ (1-

which can be written as:

A,65v (s 2# 2~a~

.((S TO (10

where

4W

For Yd = 0, the following equation applied

where:

If it is further assumed that the spiral root is at the origin and

that Y y L -(Az , the sideslip per aileron input

transfer function can be written as:
+

_fl - d V +N
4 2-4d(1-12)

/ ,aw

when W0
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The ratio of can be obtained by dividing the Equation 1-4 by

Equation 1-9. For w = 0 and

(Y; - ,

(1-14)

For Y,- Y O 0 and for equations referenced to body axes with o, - 0

A Jz.L (1--5)

From equation 1-4

~~6A ~s'Ur~4 a~~ ~(1-16)
dAW 2 Z

where: 
.4.

For the spiral root at the origin, the above equation becomes:

Thus the s~eady-state roll rate per aileron stick input becomes:
____ -(1-17)

64w;

The following relationships can be written from the i transfer

function:

Al ~ ~ A/ ('6I~Y, -'4 '4,. ' (1-19)-
Ad r

W (1-20)
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In this experiment all configurations within a group had the same

stability derivatives, however, the control derivativesV4W and L 4 w were

varied to change the numerator zeros in the 1/o., transfer function thus:

2dw Zzd e,. (1-21)/d W

where the constants are determined by the stability derivatives with the major

contributions shown below for Y -Z;0

(1-22)

'CVL

from Equation 1-3 for Y Y c z

Carrying out the multiplication in the denominator of Equation I-S.

, , .,.,, , , . , )AI S

(1-23)

(Z Al Z
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I

F1

Sin:e and are generally much smaller in magnitude than

and u, , the following assumptions can be made:

and

- 2

Thus
I 2

(1-25)

- 2

Equating the coefficients of the terms of Equations 1-23 and 1-25

2 . V ' " Ai / ' I A N
(-,,, * ,,r (1-26.

S /'

;- ")(1-27)

A i

v (I-28)

r,, r
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Substituting the Equations 1-27 and 1-28 into 1-29, carrying the

appropriate crossmultiplication and neglecting multiples of small derivatives,

Equation 1-29 reduces to:

A/, )- V -(1-30)

Subtracting Equation 1-30 from 1-20

• v/ ," za " Zr(1-31)
YA4

In view of the many pilot comments about the large roll response to

external disturbances for the high roll-to-sideslip configurations, it was of

interest to consider the bank angle-to-side gust transfer function.

For fixed controls, Equation 1-2 becomes

YF

Sr (1-32)

Implicit in this equati rn is that the air is a satisfactory inertial

reference since it is considered to be fixed to the earth. If we now allow
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the air mass to have motion along the y axis of the airplane, this must be

accounted for in the basic set of equations. We now define:

V  - the aerodynamic sideslip angle, or the velocity component

of the airplane with respect to the air mass along the Y

axis divided by V . (This will be the sideslip angle

displayed to the pilot.)

- the sideslip gust or the velocity of the air mass relative

to the inertial axis or in this case the earth along the

negative y axis divided by V . Thus a positiveiAG

disturbance will give a positive/d. indication to the pilot.

On the basis of the above two definitions, the sideslip of the airplane relative

to the earth,fl1 is:

and Ax4 /CoA
but is the total aerodynamic sideslip angle and from aboveAv-/A4 -0.0

We can now rewrite the above equations as follows:

N 06

This set can then be written as follows where/,4 appears as an input

- r , " (Y I IJt1 ,,4 4,,,,S
andtheL ~AL (1-34)

and the characteristic equation is the sam as Equation 1-3.
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The transfer function for the bank angle response to aA, input from

Equation 1-34 becomes

(9 -i T, '2Id)d d'= Ill.

In this investigation the spiral root was near the origin,.

thus from Equation 1-28 (L , *- ,) /-

The transfer function then becomes simply:

_ _________ (1-36)

which can be written as

* (-4) ~___(1-37)

From this expression it can be seen that the bank angle response to a

gust at high frequency is -. The response at all frequencies is proporvional

to the value of L . At the low frequency the response is proportiowa to the

roll mode time constant and inversely related to the Dutch roll freqmncyd . The

Dutch roll damping ratio determines the amplification at the Dutch roll frequency.

The bank angle response to a random si6oslip disturbance would of

course be dependent on the power spectral density of the random disturbasce

together with the airplane transfer function. The pilot, however, rates the

closed loop response to turbulence which Is indeed *ore complicated than the

open loop transfer functions developed above.
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Appendix II

TURBULENCE SIMULATION

A. AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO A BETA GUST

In abbreviated form the equations for roll acceleration, 6 , and yaw

acceleration, 7 , can be written as follows:

and

In the variable stability airplane with random noise inputs to the

aileron and rudder simulating an artificial side gust, the aileron and rudder

inputs can be described as follows:

and

where., is the sideslip generated from an artificial gust and ,a is the

angle of sideslip measured by the sideslip probe. Substituting these aileron

and rudder inputs into equations I-1, ther* results:
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and

where

are variable stability gain settings. In smooth air /6--/v , in a real gust

=' 4z 140 and in an artificial gust,4 =,. =,e where .6 is the inertial

sideslip. Consequently, in real gusts,

and

where is the sideslip due to the real gust.

In swooth air with artificial gusts
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and

(w, Vr ,e(rA (11-6

Thus, the rolling acceleration due to a real side gust experienced by the

augmented airplane is expressed by

AC and that due to an artificial gust

by

The yawing acceleration due to a real side gust is expressed by

[4 1 " ( r)/6; and that due to an artificial gust

by [/ , :

In this experiment an artificial gust level .was chosen for the l -L
1.5 and 4d= 1.0 case to be representative of- moderate turbulence. Since the

rolling response to a side gust for any airplane is dependent upon Z and the

yawing response is dependent upon , it was necessary to vary and
A

to arrive at the proper level of artificial turbulence response for the

simulated values of (which varies with ) and the simulated values

of w (which varies with 4/
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Hence for the three values of tested in this experiments it

was necessary to satisfy the following relationship for each value of I0/6Id

II
d_ +is the simulatedL4' for the respective groups tested.

Since L (simulated) is approximately doubled when going from. P d

1.5 to IkL = 3.0, the value of was doubled for the I*L = 3.0 Groups

over that used for the 5= . Groups. For the 0.2S Groups,the

value of A a was reducd to one sixth of that used for ru

Likewise for the two values of 4j tested it was necessary that

for both values of W.d tested,

where [N - l is the simulated for the respective groups

tested. Since N/ (simulated) is approximately doubled when going from

d.
4d= 1.0 to d = 2.0, the A selected for the low frequency was doubled for

the high frequency.
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B. RANDOM NOISE TURBULENCE SIMULATION

A random noise source was used to provide an external disturbance to

the airplane for turbulence simulation during those evaluations for which the

natural turbulence level was less than moderate. Moderate turbulence is

defined in Appendix III. Hence, an effort was made to augment natural

turbulence so that all evaluations were conducted with nearly the same

combined turbulence level.

The random disturbances were obtained by driving the T-33 control

surface actuators by a random noise signal. The signal was generated by a

diode noise source passed through a bandpass filter. The filter had the

frequency response shown in Figure II-1. The amplitudes of the disturbance

signals going to the elevator, ailerons and rudder were varied independently.
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Appendix III

DATA RECORDING

A digital recording system and oscillograph recording equipment

mounted in the variable stability airplane were used for the acquisition of

quantitative data. The following listed variables were recorded on both

systems:

JAv SAS or JAW (airspeed)

AV SRA

9 6r. Altitude

s- 8ILS localizer

Se ILS glide slope

FAS or Fw ILS outer marker

19 FFS$

In addition to the variables listed above, and ¢were recorded on the

oscillograph only. Other variables or quantities peculiar to the variable

stability system were also recorded on the oscillograph.

The intensity of natural turbulence present during each evaluation

was assessed by the system operator/safety pilot in accordance with the

descriptive terminology of the Federal Aviation Administration and Department

of Defense "Turbulence Reporting Criteria Table" shown on the next page.
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Table 1 -1 TURBULENCE REPORTING CRITERIA

NTEHSITY AIRCRAFT REACTION REACTION INSIDE AIRCRAFT REPORTING TERM DEFINITION

TURBULENCE THAT MOMENTARILY CAUSES OCCUPANTS MAY FEEL A SLIGHT OCCASSIONAL LESS THAN 1/S
SLIGHT. ERRATIC CHANGES IN ALTITUDE STRAIN AGAINST SEAT BELTS OR OF THE TIME.
AND/OR ATTITUDE (PITCH, ROLL, YAW). SHOULDER STRAPS. UNSECURED
REPORT AS LIGHT TURBULENCE; OBJECTS MAY BE DISPLACED

SLIGHTLY. FOOD SERVICE MAY
LIGHT OR BE CONDUCTED AND LITTLE OR INTERMITTENT 1/3 TO 2/3.

TURBULENCE THAT CAUSES SLIGHT. RAPID NO DIFFICULTY IS ENCOUNTERED
AND SOMEWHAT RHYTHMIC BUMPINESS IN WALKING.
WITHOUT APPRECIABLE CHANGES IN ALTI- CONTINUOUS MORE THAN 2/3.
TUDE DR ATTITUDE. REPORT AS LIGHT

CHOP.

TURBULENCE THAT IS SIMILAR TO LIGHT OCCUPANTS FEEL DEFINITE

TURBULENCE BUT OF GREATER INTENSITY. STRAINS AGAINST SEAT BELTS OR
CHANGES IN ALTITUDE AND/OR ATTITUDE SHOULDER STRAPS. UNSECURED
OCCUR BUT THE AIRCRAFT REMAINS IN OBJECTS ARE DISLODGED. FOOD
POSITIVE CONTROL AT ALL TIMES. IT SERVICE AND WALKING ARE DIF-

USUALLY CAUSES VARIATIONS IN INOI- FICULT.
CATED AIRSPEED. REPORT AS MODERATE
TURBULENCE:

MODERATE OR

TURBULENCE THAT IS SIMILAR TO LIGHT

CHOP BUT OF GREATER INTENSITY. IT
CAUSES RAPID BUMPS O JOLTS WITH-

OUT AP".ECIABLE CHANGES IN AIRCRAFT
AL]ITUDE OR ATTIUDE. REPORT AS
MODERATE CIOP.

TURULENCE THAT CAUSES LAR(. AR- OCCUPANTS ARE FORCED VIO-
RUPT CHANGES IN ALTI rUOC AND/S1 LENTLY AGAINST SEAT BELTS 0R
ATTITUDE. IT USUALLY CAUSES LARGE SMOULDER STRAPS. UNSECUED

SEVERE VARIATIONS IN INDICATED AIRSPEED. OBJECTS ARE TOSSED AOUT.
AIRCRAFT MAY K MOMENTARILY OUT FOOD SERVICE AND WALKING

i OF CONTROL. REPORT AS SEVERE TUR- ARE IMPOSIBLE

- NUILENCIE.

LYfpEw TURBULENCE IN WNICN THE A RCRAFT
VIOLENTLY TOSSED ABOUT AND IS PUC-
TICALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO CONTROL. iT

VAr CAUSE STRUCTURAL DAMAGE. RE-

PONT AS EXTREME TURBULENCE.
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Surface winds during each evaluation performed were obtained from

control tower or approach control personnel as read from standard wind speed

and direction measuring equipment. Wind information was later converted to

the actual ninety degree crosswind component encountered in flight.

Pilot coments and ratings were recorded in flight by use of wire

recording equipment installed in the variable stability airplane. The system

operator/safety pilot kept handwritten records, during flight, of his turbulence

level assessment and the reported surface wind velocity. He also recorded the

evaluation pilot's selected value of aileron and rudder control sensitivities.

The assigned pilot rating and turbulence rating given by the evaluation pilot

were hand recorded for back-up of the wire recording equipment.

Natural turbulence levels and crosswind components are listed in

Appendix V. Pilot ratingA are listed in Appendix VI.
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Appendix IV

CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
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GROUP1 CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

II P.R. T.R. PILOT TNATURAL CROSSWIND O RADISEC FLIGNIT
CONFIG. N'bAL, 6AW POT TURIULENCE SOOTS J NO.

IA2 -0.10 6.0 0 A MODERATE 9 0.07 1.46 112012

IAI -0.05 41.0 0 S MODERATE 114 0.05 1.62 113912

INO 0.0 3.0 S A LT. TO MOO. 14 0.04 1.77 111012

IPI +0.05 4.5 0 1 MODERATE lS 0.03 1.91 1144/3

IP2 *O.1O 4.0 D II MODERATE 4 0.0114 2.04 1135/3

I _

NOMINAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABILITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP I CONFIGURATIONS

d RAD/SEC 2.02 - SEC-1  0.685

o.0~~~ N' SE .20

', sEC o., A' , - $EC' o.ofatO..02..3.20

1I -1 -., tj " ,.
I SEC 0.110 SEC-' 0.090

?S SEC SEC-,0 0.021

1.6- SECs -E - o,

00" s "  of G .11 .0

I .1 - SEC-'- 2.5



GROUP 2 CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

PI I . ,PM I NAtBL C ROSWI ND .ADSI L-' - C N

-- -

IU'ULNC ANwT No.-

- . A LB A I E ,. 07 t/ I .o .,

* 3.0 S ROER AE 7 .10 I.72 Jj135/1

A C L. TO MO.) 1 1 0.10 1.6' 1 11011

0 5l MODERATE 206 260.01.0 1

-0.15 b ROD RATE 0 0.10 2.00 114613

NOMINAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL NODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABILITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 2 CONFIGURATIONS

4y- AO/SEC 1.9 , SEC 1  0.67

0.10 SEC 2."

s- SEC o.,o Ak SEC-' o.o

S EC C- sc1  . 0.1
+ 1 ,.7, Y, - -

/ -sE-  o.~l Yp ,0 o.ms

L1/ - stc "  -,o.3 yr 0.OW

- SC.

1.18



GROUP3 CONFIWGJRATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

SI'WL P.. . PILOT NATURAL CROSSWIND W -AD!$EC FIIGO T
LWTUR lCW KNOTS ' NO. I

3A3 -C.Is 2.5 1 A I L
T
. TO OO. 0 0.21 1.39 14/1

3A2 -0.10 3.0 1 A MOOERAT(-) to 0.22 1 .53 II1'12

310 0.0 2.0 A A MODERATE 12 0.25 7.9 112011

P2 1.O .5 1 1 ODOERATE 0.27 ,.01 1139

- __" __[ jl1 _+
3103____ : ::::5 I. OE4E 20 6 2: 0.28 -2.11 141

NOM INAL !.ATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABII.ITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 3 CONFIGURATIONS

_,-__ IA/SEC 2.0 £. - SECi I.93
I I

0.24 N," - StC 2  3.,,

Ze SEC 0.40 *st~Ct . 0.01)

I " SEC SEC"O ,. - I " 1 0.073

I+/+I+, ,,¢, ',,, - , 0t;' .,,s,
-.- "I"-'I -- -" - 1.01

-- 2i' SIC' i"ll #!. 4
8.3



GROUP 4 CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

F .°" ....... , I'  ..' .o .. ..... ................ .. ... ...".-.. 
. ... I

t
- - +  -! -(ON F I .IN 4 /L P. R. T R. PILOI NATURAL CROSSWIND 1 A I FLIGHT

''~~ TURBULICW KNOTS RDSCINO.

. .. O A _ _,.NMODERA;E 9 0.2 '.13 I2O13

,o- A 1 . MOORATE(-) 17 0.1 1.50 1114./3

4pO-.05 3. 6 MODERATE s 0.11 1.79 11,4512

.- - 2..2
40 1.] -0.15 1 6.0 Q . . _-._ MODERATE. 0 2 . 3 2.26 1139/3

- B MODERA E(-)I 0 0.3 2.26 114612i , _ffijI H+----'--t_ __ __

NOMINAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABILITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GRCUP I. CONFIGOtRATIONS

k.Wof RAD/SEC 2.02 L, ~ SEC' 1.29

ga 0.10 , sc 2  2.25

- SEC o. A' - SEC"1  - o.o

tS ~ SEC l'V' ~ SEC- 1  - 0.190

3E149 YS - SC' - .5

DEG 49.2- 1.01

q/V SEC 1  0.131 y ' 0  0.o9

1Le SEC- 2  _ 19.140 Yr - - 0.997

SEC '  
- 2.57

'so,



GROUP 5 CONFIGURATION iOENTIFiCATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

O NW' .AW P fthLR 1 PILOT KAIISPL -'O R ADI NG T
A AW TURSULU4CE KNOTs Mo.

__ _ - . . . J t . - --. . ...... . .
SA3 -0.15 6 H 6T m v '- 0.30 145/2

_____ -- - LICT~ 0 -01410'

52-0.10 5.0 0 A 0.44lGISl

-0.05 3.5 C_ A Y.OOERATE(-) -_____ o.01- 0O.6 iSi2 I

A , -0.05 w C LIGHT(- 14 0. (c 0.54

A I -0.05 ;, 0 M OOERATE(-) 20 0.0 1- . /3I

.I _.L __ ... .... , _..." .
5140 0.0 '6.01 a A LIGH-T(-) - is 0.04 .0 07'

5p! *OJps 6.0 E 9 . 006 0.' 31

5p20 .0k I A MOIJERATE 18 4 .. 02 !.04 Il2 fl

NOMINAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STAB!LITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 5 CONFIGURATIONS

-RAD/SEC f L?..r SEO' 0.964

0.3SEC-2 0.662!
- SEC SEC-' 0.080

• 0.3s0 '

_______ SEC____ INp- O.0901

F .- , 4,67 . 0.9971
L' SEC-]2 87 ____ 0_997__.
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GROUP6 rONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

CON IF I G. M 'I L ' I . T R . PILOT I NA U A 'S IN0 W ,) RAO/SEC F I NNV Lw TURBULENCE KNOTS I NO.

6A2 -0.10 6.0 E A NIL 0 0.19 0,52 110513

6A2 -0.10 5.0 C A LIGHT 13 .19 0.52 1107/I

6AI -0.05 4.0 D 5 LT. TO MOD. _10 OME 0.66 1131/2

6NO 0.0 3.0 A A NIL 0 0.12 0.82 110511

6NO 0.0 3.0 D B LT. TO OD, 5 0.12 0.82 1130/I

6PI -0.05 1. A t T O~ MOD. 120.11 0.93 113212

6P2 -0.10 .0 A MODERATE 20 0.10 1.03 I116/3

NOMINAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABILITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 6 CONFIGURATIONS

RAD/SEC O L'. - SEC 1  o.o',

fd 0.11 N1  - SEC 2  0.671

SEC O.4O ~ SEC- 0.070

"__~ S EC 100 S-E SEC 1  -O.Osq

1.56 Y,- - 0.1o

4(0/s6)d - IEG 61.8 - 1.01
SEC-' 0.131 YP+"yo  0.098

sEc 2  . '.07 4,/ - 0.997

SEC "1  - 2.53
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GROUP 6 ROLL CONTROL POWER EXERIMENT

CONFIGURATION IDEtTIFICATION

WHEEL CONTROLLER

COAA. AVAUHOI, to i6./L 9,AWI ,,.R. T.R. PILOT TURBULENCE KNOT 3 (A) R,0/S C NO.

BPI 4.' .0.05 I.S L I LT. TO MOD. 12 0.11 0.93 1132/2

BPI +10., +0.00 3.0 C A LIGHT(+) 22 0.11 0.93 1158/3

BPI +1." +0.05 3.0 S A MODCRATE(-) I5 0.11 0.93 1155/3

6PI 7.S* 0.06 '1.0 0 S LIGIIT(+) 30 35 0.11 0.93 1152/3

6PI +5.0" +0.05 6.0 C I MODERATE(-) 23 0 33 0.11 0.93 1150/I

GPI ,2.5* +0.05 9.0 C A LIGHT(+) 214 0.11 0.93 1158/2
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GROUP 7 CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

I /L', .R. T NATURAL CROSSlNO jo RAOISE¢ FLIGHT

Awl 'AW TURBULENCE KNOTS No.

NA2 -0.0 I .0 R P LIGHT(.) 0 0.27 0.TO8 1112/2

7A_ -0.05 2.5 A 8 L I GH T 0 0.26 0.72 1134/2

7400.0 .5 A A L.T O.0 0.5 1118/2

7NO 20..5 A A LIGHT 0 0.30 0.72 1106/2

7Pt * 0.0 . 8 LIGHT(-) 10 0.32 0.95 113113

7P2 '0.10 4 ,.0 j B A LIGHT(-) Is 0.33 1.04 1115/2

NOMINAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABILITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 7 CONFIGURATIONS

d- RAD/SEC 1.01 ,. SEC-' .6

0.29 N , sEc 2  0.668

- SEC 0. , SEC-1  - 0.072

ICS  SEC N,- SEC-1  - 0.36

I/ 1.4 YA - SEC' - 0.1 1

4(0/j)d -DEG 73.9 j- 1.01

2/V SEC-1  0.131 yp+°(o 00.0i

2!
L - SEC 2 - 3.0 Yr 0.997

L ~ SEC~l  - 2.58
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GROUP 8 CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

CON F I G. N16AWIL ' P.R. T.R. PILOT NATURAL CROSSWIND L"),., RAD/SEC FLIGHT
AV TURBULENCE KNOTS NO.

SAil -0.05 6.5 F B LT. TO MOD. 10 0.42 0.20 1140/2

SNO 0.0 6.0 0 A MODERATE 20 0.07 0.64 1116/2

ONO 0.0 8.0 E A MODERATE 10 0.07 0.64 1161/3

NP1/2 +0.025 0.0 F s LIGWT(.) 20 0.04 0.77 112/3

BPI *0.05 9.0 F B LIGHT(-) 04 0.01 0.86 11134/3

8P2 +0.10 9.0 E A LIGHT(*) 03 -0.02 1.06 1111/3

NOMINAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABILITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 8 CONFIGURATIONS

"V - RAD/SEC 1.04 L. - SEC-' - 1.42

o.o , NA . c2 .,,,
4, - SC 0.1 072

Ze- SEC .EC-1  _0.0724

I77 ' 14f 2.97 '6-- 0*151

6610,e, DO M4 yi-- 1.01

/ SEC . 1 0.131 s.- 0'0 0.096

Lg - SEC 2  7.61 yr-I - .,,7

I - SEC - 2.20

-__

... ... .... .. .. .. ... ..y ' ' ' ' + '' '] 
i [IH ' ' 2 + ' [ H !' ' + H H i 1 S S i



GROUP 9 CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

CON IF I G. N ,,A , P.R. T.R. PILOT NATURAL CROSSWINDT 0 RAD/SEC FLIOT

9AI -0.05 9.0 E A LIGHT 0 
= 

0.11 -0.26 111213

9NO 0.0 8.0 D A LIGHT 13 0.15 0.64 1108/3

9NO 0.0 8.5 F I MODERATE 12 0.15 0.64 1133/2

9gp -0.06 5.5 D U MODERATE 10 0.13 0.93 1140/3

9P2 *.!0 5 0 C A LIGHT 8 0.12 1.14 111713

9P -0.:5 I 9.0 G B MODERATE(-) 22 0.12 1.32 1141/2

NOMINAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABILITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 9 CONFIGURATIONS

60d - RADISEC S.09 L. ~ $EC-

N' - SEC 2

________ 0.12 0.417

S- SEC 0.4o NA- SEC-' 0.0

Z - SEC A0. - SEC 1 -' oo~

Y- - SC - 0.0
,- . . " - 0.1

L- - SEC 1  2,67

-1



GR 9 C... CC1T RL ?RX..R E^:" - ,,.T

M lF ,IGJ.T I3, Iv" ,,T, FICATI3 ',
,,'.E. CCTRC:.LER

CORFIG. 
4 Aw T f' IAw/L'6Aw P.R. T.R. PILOT NATURAL CROSSWIND IL 6OT

TURBULENCE NOTS AD.SEC

901 !11,5.' *O.OS $.5 0 6 MO0DERAITE 10 O. 13 0.93 I1140/3

BPI +IS.* +0.05 S.0 IF 9 MODERATE 25 6 30 0.13 0.0 II61/3

IPI +10.* +O.OS .0 F A NIL 14 0.13 0.93 1157/2

.Pt . +0.05 1.0 F I MODERATE 30 0.13 0.93 11503

oPt -7.56 0.05 10.0 E S MODERATE s2 G 30 0.13 0.93 I164/2

.11 4.0, +0.05 9.0 G A MODERATE I2 O.I? 0.93 115512

.I -0.05 5.5 , 1 LIGHT 10 0.13 0.93 ;IE2!3

______L________ 1.. i.. ±........ -_____ ......... i... _____ _

15_-



GROUP 10 CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

CONFIG., ~ i IPR .. ~ NTRAL CROSSWIND cj RAD/SEC FLION T
I ,N w ' AW  TURBULENCE KNOTS N0.

7,AI -0.05 7.0 E S MODERATE 24 G 28 0.30 0.33 11541/3

OAT -0.05 9.0 E A LIGHT(+) 16 0.30 0.33 1113/3

IONO 0.0 3.0 S A MODERATE(-) 15 0.26 0.70 11601

IONO 0.0 3.0 c B LIGNT(') 20 6 24 0.26 0.70 1137/2

NO 0. 0  4 0  B MODERATE(-) 26 G 32 0.26 0.70 1143/2

OPi 0.05 4 .5 D B MOOERATE 10 0.29 0.94 1133/3

tOP2 +0.10 D A LIGHT O 0.31 1.12 1111/I

IOP3 +0.15 3.b 0 8 LIGHT(.) 01 0.3kt i.26 1145/3__.. . . . . . .. .... ... .._____

NOMINAL LATERAL-DI RECTI ONAL MODAL

PARAMETERS AND STABILITY
DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 10 CONFIGURATIONS

Wof - RAD/SEC 1.03 L. - SEC-' 3.3

-, SEC . , SEC - - 0.052

S SEC 01 0 V,. - SEC-' -0.218

,o2.90 0.151t

"(0/,S)., - o DE 68.7 i - 1.01

9/V SEC" 0.13, yO,,o .0J

Lg - SEC-2  7.30 ,r- 0.96

L -SEC
"l  - 2.65

15 8



GROUPII CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

CONFIG. P.R4. T.A. PILOT NATURAL CROSSWIND 0 RADISIC FLI GT
TURIULENCE KNOTS NO.

I lA2 .0.10 O .O 1 A LT. TO MOD. 2 0.11 0.93 tll8/2

IIA2 .0.10 5.0 D A LIGHT(+) 9 0.11 0.93 i l61/2

IAIl -0.05 5.0 0 S LT. TO NOD. 6 0.11 0.95 I -30/3

1I0O 0.0 4.0 D A NIL 0 0 In 0.97 1105/2

IlPI +0.05 2.5 C 5 LT. TO MOD. 6 0.11 0.99 1130/2

IIPI .0.05 3.S C A LIGHT 13 0.11 0.99 ii57/3

+P20.10 S MODERATE 12 0.11 1.0 II32.

iP2 *0.10 2.01 A L IGHT( ) 8 0.11 1.01 1109/3

IIP2 40.10 2.0 A LIGHT(-) 1 0. 1 .01 16,2

-- * - -040-
I 2 O c 2. 1 I () 24 6 20 0.41 t.01 153/i

3.01 C S I GHT(-) I 20 0.1) -. 03 -

NOMINAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABILITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 11 CONFIGURATIONS

-f - RAD/SEC 0 .98 L r,. - SEC -, - .047

S. ,, - ~ c 2  o. ,

Z - s.C o o ,, - C " 0.0.0

?S SEC -0 SEC" . 0.0

.. . ... ... -'1.01

- SEC' o.131 .. 0.

-~ SEC12 - - -.2 r

I S,



GROUP 11 ROLL CC;TaOL P3WER EXPER IMENT
CWNICURATIG.4 h TIFICATIO1

WH1EEL CONTROLLER

*UNII' IAV SI. rWIM CIs~OmasuFS

lips 2.6 .* LT. TO S W 0.11 a" 13/

-095 25 I L G ___ __ 0. I 4.99 *-

IIPI *0S*-.Os 3.1 C A Li mafT 19 0.11 0.M ilS1113

11,1 * O.OS a LIISV(.) lo 0.11G.M hu

116



GROUP 12 CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

CON F I G. IN N/Lt . T.RA. P I LOT NATURAL CROSSWIND L4) RAOISEC FLIGHT

'hAW P.A. TURIULENCE KNOTS NO.

12A2 .0.10 3.0 A 11 LIGHT 6 0.34 0.92 1138/2

12AI 0.05 2.5 1 A LIG4T 10 0.34 0.914 117/2

12Pi +0.05 2.0 B A LIGHT 0 0.3110 0.97 flO/3

12P2 *0.10 2.0 A a LIGHT(-) 22 0.3% 0.98 113713

ilP3 -V.1s I.$ A B MOOERATE(-) 26 G 34 0.35 . 111143/3

NOMINAL LArERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABILITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 12 CONFIGURATIONS

ADISEC o L- SEC'L 0.31

I 8 ,_ _ , : ,,

- 0.34 S0..2

T,- sic o.so -~' .99~
Tg, - SEC~ 0.40SE-1D

1(11

t's - SEC oo hr~SEC' - 0.504

"0IhII or .24 yg _SEC-' 0 .15,

-0E G 7 6. 1 -1 1B /  .01

91V "SlEC"t  0.13, Y. at, ,O

L -SEC' 2  - 0,32 Yr "!  . 17

L "- SEC "1  -2.61

1Wl



GROUP 13 CORFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

.lG. f' L R. T.R. PILOT NATURAL CROSSWIND I i(" RAOISEC FLISHI

SF IG 4 W'AW TURBULENCE KNOTS NO.

13A2 -0.10 3.0 8 6 LIGHT(*) 26 G 32 0.12 0.9 1143h.

13A2 -0.10 4.0 D A LIGHT(-) i2 0.12 0.94 1159/3

13A2 -0.10 14.0 C S LIGHT 0 0.12 0.94 113411

13AI °0.05 5, 0 A LIGHT(') 14 0.12 0.96 1113/2

13A! -0.05 50 C 6 LIGHT(*) 20 0.12 0.96 #136/2

0.0 5.0 oj B LIGHT(+) 33 0.12 0.97 115212

13PI +0.05 3.0 C A LIGHT(-) 8 0.12 0.98 1109/1

13P2 +0.10 3.0 B 8 L!GHT( ) 20 0.12 0.99 1137h

13P3 -. I5 3.0 8 8 LIGHT 10 0.12 1.00 11011

NOMINAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABILITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 13 CONFIGURATIONS

d - RAD/SEc 1.00 L. - SEC "1

0.099 N' ~ SEC 2  0.939

- SEC 0.95 th - SEC -  -

- SEC N EC- 1  
-0.070

E -I 0/A~d0.31 Y$ .EC 0.151

DEG 41. 1.01

91V SEC' 0.131 YP +090 0.098

L SEC - 0.419 Yr -  - 0.997

L' SEC -' 1.03
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GROUP 1' CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

COIFIG. *'bA ° P.R. T.R. PILOT NATURAL CROSS*:ND Wo RAD/SEC FLIGHT

AWWURILENCE KNOITS 0NO.

_ _ __ I __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

11A2 -0.10 . c I A LIGHT 0 0.17 0.76 1112/1

,11& -0.05 2.0 A I L T_ TONO. 12 0.17 0.76 1132/1
. L I3GHT 20 O.0.7

io 0 10 A A 20. 107/2

IM 14P1, .0.05 3.0 8 a LIGHT $ O;' 0.93 113111

_'P o+.,o 3.0 3 A LIGT 2A 6 30 0.17 O.98 1108/1

J

NOMINAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABILITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 1', CONFIGURATIONS

a RAD/SEC . L' - SEC'l 0.037

0.10 , SEC-2  0.757

.f SEC 1.10 - E~ - 0.033

Zrs - SEC 4o , r SECI - 0.151

4 DEG 38. i e-' - 1.01

Iv SEC-1  0.131 yv,0' 0.098

5 ~ EC'2  - 1.88 - 0.997

~ SEC"1  - 0.812
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GROUP 1'! ROLL COiNTROL POWER EXPERIMENT

CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

COaFIO. A AUTNORITY KIlL8,V  P.O. T.1. PILOT UATUIAL C1OSSMIIo W DIs FLIGHT
LW"u UTURIKILVECE KNOTS No.

14t *5.' -O.OS 3.0 3 S LIGHT S 0.17 0.9 11311

I111 *10. -0.05 2.0 S A LIGNT(
+
) 20 0.17 0.93 1S1il

111P1 +7.51 -0.0 3.0 11 B LIGNT(+) 30 0.17 0.93 1152/1

IIP" aS.0" *0.0s 6.0 D A NODERATE(-) I 0.17 0.03 11611

1091 +2.6* .0.0S 10.0 C B LIGHT(*) 26 0.17 0.03 1 r5111l
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GROUP 15 CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

COIFIS. 111116AW/16AW P.R. T.R. PILOT TURAL OSSIND RAO/SEC FLIGHT

15A2 .0.10 6.5 E B LIGHT(+) 20 0.o."1 = -0.43 1142/I

ISAI -0.05 5.5 A A LIOWT(+) 9 0.41 0.24 1117/1

1510 0.0 5.0 C A MODERATE 20 0.36 0.55 1116/1

ISPI +0.05 5.0 C 3 LIGHT 6 0.1,0 0.74 1138/I

15P2 +0.10 1.0 B A LIGHT 6 0.1.5 0.89 1118/i

15P3 +0.15 5.0 D 8 LIGHT 0 0.49 1.02 1145/1

NOMINAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABILITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 15 CONFIGURATIONS

Wcd RAD/SEC 1.13 .- S..02

0.09 , SE "2  0.271

- SEC o.9 5 - SEC-' - 0.105

Zs SEC - SEC-1  - o.2 8

10/1 1 3.50 Yo3 " SEC 1  - 0.151

DE 54.2) Yt -,, I, - 1.01

9IV - SEC-1  0.131 Yp 10  0.098

L -8 " SEC-2  - -39 1r"  - 0.997

" SEC 1l  - 0.860
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GROUP 16 CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

CONFIG. /L'6AW P.R. T.R. PILOT NATURAL CROSSWIND (4) RAD/SEC FLIGHT

TJIRBULENCE KNOTS 4 NO.

IGA2 -0.10 'l.5 C $ LIGHT(+) 20 0.27 0.80 1141/I

16AI O.u5 4.0 C A LIGHT(+) is 0.28 0.85 1115/1

I6NO 0.0 2.0 8 A LIGHT 9 0.29 0.69 1161/I

16"10 0.0 4.0 D 6 LIGHT 12 0.29 0.69 1162/2

INO 0.0 5.0 0 B LT. TO MOD. I0 0.29 0.69 11331I

16PI 40.05 2.5 B A LIGHT(+) 16 0.29 0.911 1155/I

16PI +0.05 3.0 D B LIGHT(+) 18 G 22 0.29 0.94 1153/I

IGPI +0.05 4.0 C A LIGHT(4) 3 0.29 0.9 1113/1

16P2 +0.10 4.0 B B LIGHT(+) 20 0.30 0.96 1136/I

NOMINAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL
PARAMETERS AND STABILITY

DERIVATIVES FOR GROUP 16 CONFIGURATIONS

Wad lAD/SEC 1.oo L. - SE" 0.71

N' SEC 2  o.,5,,

2r SEC sc 2.00 ,vk, SEC' - 0.08

7 -' SEC ',. SEC" 1  0361

I / 1.55 Y,' SEC" - 0.15,

4(01/,)d- DEG 21.2 ' -1.01

/ SEC' 0.131 sp 'WO 0.098

SEC' -_ 1.,, - - o.997

L'S- 'c-' - 0.211
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GROUP 16 ROLL CONTROL POWER EXPERIMENT

CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
WHEEL CONTROLLER

ATAL CROISUINo tFLOISITEC NOCanOG. LW ATI0RaII kbAWL'GAW P.R. T,.6. PILOT ITUIULEC mleSN RAD lSoICe LI
'fwATOIYNbWT1,11IULLNC[ KNIOTS nO

16PI !4.* +0.05 5.0 C A LISIT(+) 0.292 0.05 1113/I

ISPI !45., 4O.0 2.5 S A LINT(4) I$ 0.292 0.05 1I55/I

IPI +4. 4006 3.0 0 6 LINIT14) Is 22 0.292 0.0" l SA/i

16PI !I0.- +0.05 .0 C I LIhNT is 0.292 0.05 1162/1

IGPI 4+.s* +0.05 3.0 1 A LINHT 10 0.292 0."5 115/I1

IPI !6.0. +0.05 7.0 E I LINT(*) 25 6 3$ 0.202 0.05 1 1151i1

15PI :2.61 4.05 0.0 F A IlL I0 0.2112 0.1 I1157/
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